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Abstract 

Wavelet-based image and video compression methods have received an increased in

terest since the advent of the JPEG2000 image coding standard. Among other ad

vantages, wavelet decompositions offer the inherent capability of multi-resolution de

coding, a feature that allows the development of image and video coders with spatial 

resolution scalability. However, the traditionally used two-dimensional wavelet de

compositions have a dilation factor of two and are only capable of producing lower 

spatial resolutions obtained from the original resolution by a dyadic ratio, i.e. a 

power of 1/2. In this thesis, we propose to increase the set of lower spatial reso

lutions available from a wavelet-based image compression system, by introducing a 

two-dimensional wavelet decomposition made of combining wavelet transforms of non-

integer dilation factors. We describe how the proposed decomposition can produce 

spatial resolutions related to the original resolution by ratios of dyadic and non-dyadic 

nature, and evaluate its performance in a wavelet-based image coding framework. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In our daily applications, images and videos are usually carried in compressed forms. 

The area of data compression defines the field of methodologies and techniques that 

are used to represent data in a compact fashion. Throughout the years, the knowledge 

and methods for image and video compression have gradually improved, as confirmed 

by the constant evolution of image and video coding standards: from JPEG [1] to 

JPEG2000 [2, 3] in image compression and from MPEG [4] to H.264/AVC [5, 6] in 

video coding. In addition to better compression efficiency, the recent compression 

standards have brought new properties ranging from better robustness to transmis

sion errors to enhanced security features and scalability on different levels. The notion 

of scalability, in particular, designates the idea that an image (or video) can be com

pressed once and decompressed in various ways to produce images of different visual 

quality and different spatial resolutions, or videos of different temporal resolutions. 

The inclusion of scalability in an image or video compression scheme provides an 

efficient way to accommodate various users with different bandwidth requirements, 

storage capabilities, or display capabilities, all from one single compressed file. This 

particular property was at the heart of the development of the recent JPEG2000 

image coding standard [2]. 

1 
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Original 
image 

Forward 
transform 

Quantization Transform 
coding - -

Transform 
decoding - Dequantization Inverse 

Transform 
Reconstructed 

image 

Encoding stage Decoding stage 

Figure 1.1: A typical image compression system. 

1.1 Wavelet-based image compression and the no

tion of spatial resolution scalability 

A typical image compression system (or image coding system, or image coder)1 con

sists at the encoding stage of an image transform operation followed by quantization 

and coding steps, as illustrated in Figure 1.1. The image transform operation produces 

coefficients that are amenable to compression, by separating low frequency compo

nents that represent perceptually significant data of the image from high frequency 

components which are perceived as details. The Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) 

and the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) are the most popular image transform 

operations used in image compression. DCT is used in the widely known JPEG 

image compression standard, while the discrete wavelet transform is at the core of 

the state-of-the-art JPEG2000 image coding standard. As traditionally defined, a 

wavelet transform convolves an input signal with a lowpass filter and a highpass filter 

to produce respectively a lowpass signal and a highpass signal, after a subsequent 

downsampling operation by a factor of two. Figure 1.2 illustrates the filter bank 

structures of a one-dimensional and a two-dimensional wavelet transform. To apply 

the transform on a two-dimensional data like an image, the operation is performed 

along the rows and the columns, and produces one lowpass subband (the approxima

tion subband) and three highpass subbands (the details subbands). Multiple levels of 

decomposition are constructed by successively performing a two-dimensional wavelet 

1The three expressions will be used interchangeably in the current document. 
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(b) Two-dimensional analysis filter bank 

Figure 1.2: Traditional wavelet transform filter bank structures for one-dimensional and 
two-dimensional signals. 

transform on the approximation subband. Figure 1.3 illustrates the subbands from a 

two-level wavelet decomposition2 on an input image. The reconstruction operation is 

the inverse process of the forward decomposition; the original image is reconstructed 

from the approximation and details subbands. 

The approximation subband produced by a two-dimensional wavelet decomposi

tion contains low frequency components of the image and is a good quality version 

of the original image at a smaller spatial resolution. Throughout this document, the 

term spatial resolution is used to denote the size of an image, expressed in width and 

2The terms transform and decomposition are used interchangeably herein. 
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of two levels of two-dimensional wavelet decomposition. The 
details subbands LH, HL and HH produced at each level correspond respectively to the 
horizontal, vertical and diagonal highpass subbands. 

height. In a multi-level wavelet decomposition, the spatial resolution of the approx

imation subband is divided by a factor of two at each level, producing increasingly 

smaller versions of the original image. We define by native spatial resolutions the 

successive spatial resolutions of the approximation subband during the multi-level 

wavelet decomposition process (this includes the original resolution of the image). 

For example, the two-level wavelet decomposition of Figure 1.3 produces two native 

spatial resolutions (w/2, h/2) and (w/4, h/A) in addition to the original spatial res

olution (w, h) of the image. During the reconstruction process, the approximation 

subband starts with a resolution (w/4, h/A) and is successively reconstructed to an 

image of resolution (w/2, h/2) and then to the original image. This property of the 

wavelet transform to produce smaller versions of the original image during the recon

struction process is used in wavelet-based image compression systems to decode the 

original image at multiple spatial resolutions, from the same encoded bitstream. 

Figure 1.4 illustrates an example of multi-resolution decoding with a wavelet-

based image compression system where the original image is transformed using two 

Original image 

c X 3 
One level of 
2D wavelet 
decompositioi 

0 
OO 

LH 

HL 

HH 
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Figure 1.4: An illustration of multi-resolution decoding with a wavelet-based image com
pression system. 

1 
regular bitstream 
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I | = data needed to decode the approximation subband 

I | = data needed to decode the details subbands 
of the second level of decomposition 

| | = data needed to decode the details subbands 
of the first level of decomposition 

Figure 1.5: Structure of a resolution-scalable bitstream from an encoding stage with two 
levels of wavelet decomposition. 
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levels of two-dimensional wavelet decomposition at the encoding stage. In addition 

to the original image resolution, the image can be decoded at the native spatial 

resolutions produced during the forward wavelet decomposition. This capability of 

decoding the image at multiple spatial resolutions from the same encoded bitstream is 

defined as spatial resolution scalability. Spatial resolution scalability is a very efficient 

way to accommodate various devices or end-users with different display capabilities. 

The original image is encoded only once, but can be decoded at different spatial 

resolutions according to the user's needs. Furthermore, in an image coding system 

with support for spatial resolution scalability, the bitstream produced by the encoding 

stage is made resolution-scalable. This means the bitstream data is arranged so that 

the bitstream can be truncated to only comprises the necessary information needed 

to decode the image at a given spatial resolution. This is illustrated in Figure 1.5 

for a bitstream produced by an encoding stage with two levels of two-dimensional 

wavelet decomposition. A resolution-scalable image coder is defined as one capable 

of producing a resolution-scalable bitstream at the encoding stage. 

With a resolution-scalable bitstream, a bitstream parser can truncate the original 

bitstream and send different data to users with various resolution needs. This is 

illustrated in Figure 1.6. The motivation behind the bitstream parsing operation is 

simple: only send a user the data that it actually needs to decode the image up to its 

preferred spatial resolution. This is quite natural when you consider that in practice, a 

device with smaller display capabilities usually comes with smaller storage capabilities 

as well. To achieve the same goals, non-scalable3 image compression systems often 

make use of spatial resolution transcoding: in order to produce a bitstream for a given 

spatial resolution, a transcoder first decodes the original bitstream, then performs an 

image resizing operation in the spatial or transform domain, and finally encodes the 

3By non-scalable, we implicitly refer to scalability on spatial resolution. 
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Figure 1.7: Spatial resolution scalability using spatial resolution transcoding with a non-
scalable image coder. 

resulting data. An illustration of the use of spatial resolution transcoding to achieve 

spatial resolution scalability is displayed in Figure 1.7. Spatial resolution transcoding 

has been often used with non-scalable DCT-based image coders, and image resizing 

techniques of various computational complexity have been developed [7,8]. However, 

it bears the inconveniences of higher computing load and potential delay in real

time applications. The success of wavelet transforms in image compression is in 

part due to the inherent capability of producing resolution-scalable image coding 

systems. The additional spatial resolutions are produced during the forward wavelet 

decomposition process, and because the inverse operation naturally reconstructs the 

spatial resolutions in progressive fashion, it eases the formation of resolution-scalable 

bitstreams and the subsequent parsing operation. 
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Figure 1.8: A one-dimensional (p,q) wavelet transform filter bank. 

1.2 Rational wavelet transforms and their poten

tial for finer spatial resolution scalability 

The wavelet transform filter bank described in Section 1.1 contained upsampling and 

downsampling factors of two. This is representative of the widely used definition of a 

wavelet transform. It can however be generalized to a (p, q) wavelet transform, with 

the filter bank structure displayed in Figure 1.8. In a (p,q) wavelet transform, the 

sampling coefficients p and q are integer values such that p < q. The ratio (q/p) is 

referred to as the dilation (or scaling) factor. The traditional definition of a wavelet 

transform, as introduced and discussed in the previous section, corresponds to a (p, q) 

wavelet transform with sampling coefficients p = 1 and q = 2, and a dilation factor of 

2. In the rest of the document, the expression wavelet transform will denote a (p, q) 

wavelet transform. A wavelet transform with a dilation factor of 2 will be qualified a 

dyadic wavelet transform. In the same idea, we denote as rational wavelet transform, 

a wavelet transform with a non-integer (rational) dilation factor q/p. Rational wavelet 

transforms have been often used in areas like audio coding and communications [9,10], 

because they produce a finer frequency selectivity. In this section, we look at them 

from the perspective of finer spatial resolution scalability. 

A two-dimensional (p, q) wavelet decomposition produces an approximation sub-

band of size (- x w, - x h), where (w, h) represent the width and height of the original 
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Original image 

Figure 1.9: Illustration of the subbands from one level of two-dimensional (p, q) wavelet 
decomposition. 

image. This is illustrated in Figure 1.9 for one level of decomposition. Multiple levels 

of decomposition produce native spatial resolutions that are related to the original 

resolution by a power of (p/q). For example, a dyadic wavelet decomposition produces 

native spatial resolutions of 1/2 the original size, 1/4 the original size, 1/8 the original 

size, e t c . , in addition to the original size of the image. In general, for n levels of two-

dimensional decomposition, the set of native spatial resolutions that are produced by 

a (p, q) wavelet transform is determined by the set of ratios {(2)°, (-)1, ( 2 ) 2 , . . . , (2)"} 

(also denoted as {(-)\ i = 0 , . . . , n}4). The specific ratios of ( |)1 relating the native 

resolutions produced by a dyadic wavelet decomposition to the original size of the 

image are referred to as dyadic ratios or dyadic factors. Correspondingly, the native 

resolutions obtained by dyadic factors are referred to as the dyadic native resolutions. 

In a two-dimensional decomposition, the partitioning of the two-dimensional space 

formed by the original image is determined by the dilation factor q/p: a smaller di

lation factor induces a finer partitioning and results in a higher number of possible 

native resolutions on a given space. Figure 1.10 illustrates the successive spatial 

4The notation i = a,... ,b means that i can take any integer value between a and b, inclusively. 
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dyadic wavelet decomposition (2,3) rational wavelet decomposition (3,4) rational wavelet decomposition 

Figure 1.10: Illustration of the native resolutions produced by different (p, q) wavelet 
decompositions. 

resolutions produced by wavelet transforms of different dilation factors. In the illus

tration, the wavelet transform with the smallest dilation factor q/p = 4/3 produces 

five native spatial resolutions that are greater or equal to one quarter of the origi

nal image size. The transforms with higher dilation factors q/p = 3/2 and q/p = 2 

produce respectively four and three native spatial resolutions greater or equal to one 

quarter of the original image size. 

1.3 Motivation and problem description 

In this thesis, we are interested in the notion of spatial resolution scalability and 

the ability to achieve it with a resolution-scalable image coding system. /The tra

ditionally used dyadic wavelet transform provides spatial resolution scalability with 

dyadic ratios, and the possible resolutions are related to the original resolution by a 

power of 1/2. As described in Section 1.2, a finer partitioning of the two-dimensional 

space can be produced with a wavelet transform of smaller dilation factor than the 

dyadic wavelet decomposition. In this research, we are interested in increasing the 

spatial resolution scalability potential of wavelet-based image compression systems, 

by providing a richer set of possible decoding resolutions at the decoding stage. With 

spatial resolution scalability on a larger set of resolutions, the image compression 

l„ - }* 
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system would have the ability to efficiently accommodate a wider range of end-users 

with various display/memory capabilities. This is naturally motivated by the increas

ing development of devices with display terminals of various sizes, equipped with the 

capability of running image and video applications. 

We illustrated in the previous section that a rational wavelet decomposition with 

a dilation factor q/p < 2 can produce more native resolutions than a traditional 

dyadic wavelet decomposition. The use of rational wavelet transforms is therefore, in 

theory, a better option than the dyadic wavelet decomposition from the perspective of 

fine spatial resolution scalability in the image compression system. However, rational 

wavelet decompositions have seldom been used in image compression [11,12]. This 

can be attributed to many reasons. On one hand, until recently, earlier efforts to 

define spatially scalable extensions for existing image and video coding standards 

had received very little success, and spatial resolution transcoding was still a preferred 

option. The recent advent of the spatially scalable extension of the H.264/AVC video 

coding standard [13], including additional support for non-dyadic configurations [14], 

has contributed to the increased interest for image and video coders with support for 

spatial resolution scalability by dyadic and non-dyadic factors. On the other hand, 

very few propositions of wavelet filters for rational wavelet transforms are available 

in the current literature. The field of filter design for wavelet transforms of rational 

dilation factors does not exhibit the level of maturity that can be observed in the 

design of wavelet filters for dyadic wavelet decompositions. Research work on the 

construction of wavelet filters for rational wavelet transforms is very scarce, and has 

not produced the kind of diversity in the choice of filters that is offered for dyadic 

wavelet transforms. However, significant advances have been made recently on the 

design of wavelet filters for rational wavelet transforms [15-17]. Encouraged by these 

recent developments, the research presented in the current document proposes to use 
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rational wavelet decompositions with dilation factors q/p < 2 in order to increase 

the set of native spatial resolutions available from wavelet-based image compression 

systems. The objective of the research work is to build a wavelet-based image coder 

capable of producing a richer set of decoding resolutions than a traditional image 

coder with dyadic wavelet decomposition. Furthermore, we are interested in building 

a wavelet-based image coder whose set of decoding resolutions can include spatial 

resolutions obtained from dyadic and non-dyadic ratios. This last requirement is 

defined in order to make the resulting image coder an improvement over a traditional 

wavelet-based image coder only capable of dyadic spatial resolution scalability. 

An obvious challenge that arises from the stated objectives is how to derive a 

wavelet decomposition structure capable of producing native spatial resolutions of 

dyadic and non-dyadic nature. Additionally, image coding with rational wavelet de

compositions presents the challenge of compatibility with some of the existing wavelet 

subband coders, because of the different partitioning of the two-dimensional space. 

In the current research, the problem of compatibility with existing wavelet subband 

coders is specifically targeted at zerotree-based subband coders, a family of trans

form coders that are widely used in wavelet-based image compression. Because these 

subband coders take advantage of the specific partitioning from a dyadic wavelet de

composition, the use of alternative decomposition structures requires that a proper 

adaptation scheme should be defined. The work presented in the current document 

not only introduces a wavelet decomposition structure capable of producing spatial 

resolutions obtained from dyadic and non-dyadic factors, it also describes an adapta

tion scheme for compatibility with subband coders of the zerotree coding family. 

Finally, the scope of the current research has been limited to still image coding. 

However, the work described can potentially be extended to wavelet-based video 

compression, where the inclusion of spatial resolution scalability presents additional 
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challenges [13,18,19]. 

1.4 Contributions of the research 

In order to achieve the objectives described, different contributions are proposed in 

this research: 

a) A two-dimensional wavelet decomposition structure made of combining multi

ple rational wavelet decompositions of different dilation factors (qt/pi), selected 

such that: Yl^i/pi) = 2. 

The proposed combined rational wavelet decomposition has the advantage of 

producing native spatial resolutions obtained from dyadic and non-dyadic ra

tios. 

b) A parent-child tree construction scheme for the resulting subband decomposition. 

Subband coders of the zerotree coding family use a parent-child tree structure 

in their coding algorithm. Along with the proposed wavelet decomposition, 

we define an adaptation scheme for the construction of the parent-child tree 

structure, in order to ensure compatibility with zerotree-based subband coders. 

c) An adaptation of two wavelet subband coders, namely SPIHT and SPECK, into 

subband coders capable of producing resolution-scalable bitstreams. 

SPIHT(Set Partitioning In Hierarchical Trees) [20] and SPECK (Set Parti

tioning Embedded bloCK coder) [21] are two popular subband coders used 

in wavelet-based image compression. The current research presents a simple 

change to the structure of their respective coding algorithm in order to produce 

a bitstream amenable to spatial resolution scalability. 
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d) An experimental procedure for the evaluation of performance at non-dyadic spa

tial resolutions against a wavelet-based image coder only capable of producing 

dyadic native spatial resolutions. 

In the current literature on non-dyadic spatial resolution scalability in wavelet-

based image compression, the authors have used various ways of comparing their 

proposed image coder to an image coder only capable of producing dyadic native 

spatial resolutions. In the course of the current research, a different experimen

tal procedure has been defined for the evaluation of compression performance 

at non-dyadic spatial resolutions between a wavelet-based image coder capable 

of non-dyadic spatial resolution scalability and a traditional image coder based 

on dyadic wavelet decomposition. 

1.5 Organization of the thesis 

The present document is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides a review of existing 

work on spatial resolution scalability by non-dyadic factors in wavelet-based image 

coding, along with an overview of various contributions on the construction of wavelet 

filters for rational wavelet transforms. Chapter 3 introduces the new two-dimensional 

wavelet decomposition structure obtained by combining multiple rational wavelet de

compositions, and describes the adaptations proposed for zerotree-based subband 

coders. Chapter 4 describes how SPIHT and SPECK can be converted to produce 

bitstreams with spatial resolution scalability. In Chapter 5, the compression perfor

mance of an image coder built with the proposed wavelet decomposition is evaluated 

at different spatial resolutions. Chapter 6 presents an extension of our work to over-

complete filter banks for rational wavelet transforms. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes 

the document and discusses potential future research directions. 



Chapter 2 

Background l i terature review on 

non-dyadic spatial resolution scalability 

and rational wavelet transforms 

2.1 A review of recent work on non-dyadic spatial 

resolution scalability in wavelet-based image 

coding 

Research work on non-dyadic spatial resolution scalability with wavelet-based image 

coders is fairly limited. The current literature on the area is very scarce, and only few 

contributions are available. In this section, we present the work performed by different 

authors to realize spatial resolution scalability by non-dyadic factors in wavelet-based 

image compression systems. The techniques described vary from full-tree dyadic 

decompositions [22], M-band filter banks [23] and the use of a wavelet transform of 

rational dilation factor [11]. 

15 
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subbands used to reconstruct the image subbands used to reconstruct Hie image 
at 1/2 the original resolution at 3/4 the original resolution 

0 
0 0 

Figure 2.1: Illustration of a full-tree two-dimensional dyadic wavelet decomposition. 

2.1.1 Increased spatial resolution scalability with full-tree 

dyadic wavelet decomposition 

To achieve spatial resolution scalability with resolutions obtained from dyadic and 

non-dyadic ratios, Nakachi et al. [22,24] propose the use of a full-tree two-dimensional 

dyadic wavelet decomposition. At each level of dyadic wavelet decomposition, with 

the exception of the first, the two-dimensional wavelet transform is applied on the 

approximation subband and on each of the three details subbands from the previous 

level of decomposition. The resulting subband decomposition forms a two-dimensional 

grid, as illustrated in Figure 2.1 for two levels of decomposition. The authors deter

mine from this grid structure what subbands to select in order to reconstruct the 

image at a given spatial resolution. The subbands selected for a reconstruction at 

1/2 the original size of the image and at 3/4 the original size of the image are indicated 

on Figure 2.1. While the subbands selected to reconstruct the half-size resolution are 

the subbands obtained from a regular dyadic wavelet decomposition, the subbands 

selected for a reconstruction at 3/4 the original size include additional subbands 

produced by extending the decomposition to a full-tree decomposition. The recon

struction process to obtain an image at a non-dyadic spatial resolution is illustrated 

2D dyadic wavelet 
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D 
OO 

LH 

HL 

HH 

2D dyadic wavelet 
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on each subband 
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Figure 2.2: Reconstruction procedure from the full-tree decomposition proposed by 
Nakachi et al, to obtain an image of non-dyadic spatial resolution. 

in Figure 2.2. In the wavelet reconstruction operation, missing subbands from the 

full-tree decomposition are replaced by zeros. The output of the wavelet reconstruc

tion is an image of dyadic spatial resolution, precisely the dyadic resolution that is 

immediately higher than the requested spatial resolution. After the wavelet recon

struction, a post-processing stage is performed in order to resize the output image 

from the dyadic scale to the target non-dyadic resolution. The post-processing stage 

consists of a scale enlargement followed by a scale reduction, both operations per

formed through the use of filtering and sampling. The output of the post-processing 

stage is the output image of non-dyadic spatial resolution. 

An advantage of the method by Nakachi et al. is the ability to produce additional 

spatial resolutions obtained from non-dyadic factors, while keeping the traditional 

native spatial resolutions from a dyadic wavelet decomposition. However, the post

processing stage to obtain non-dyadic spatial resolutions is an additional complexity 

at the decoding side and a computational burden for any image compression system. 

Another concern is the fact that the subband coefficients of discarded subbands from 

the full-tree decomposition are replaced by zeros before the wavelet reconstruction is 

performed: this means that the output of the wavelet reconstruction is an image with 

limited amount of high frequency details and consequently limited visual quality. 
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Figure 2.3: An illustration of a one-dimensional M-band wavelet filter bank. 

2.1.2 M-Band filter banks for spatial resolution scalability 

by non-dyadic factors 

Pau et al. [23, 25] have proposed the idea of using M-band wavelet transforms for 

increased spatial resolution scalability in wavelet-based image coding. An M-band 

wavelet filter bank is illustrated in Figure 2.3. It is a generalization of the 2-band 

filter bank used in the traditional dyadic wavelet decomposition. A two-dimensional 

M-band wavelet decomposition is formed by applying the one-dimensional filter bank 

along the rows and the columns of the image. It produces an approximation subband 

and ((M — l)2 — 1) details subbands. This is illustrated in Figure 2.4 for one level 

of two-dimensional decomposition with a 3-band wavelet transform and a 4-band 

wavelet transform. The method proposed by Pau et al. attempts to exploit the 

two-dimensional partitioning obtained from M-band decompositions with M > 2, 

in order to produce spatial resolutions obtained from different ratios. To that end, 

the authors propose to use a modified synthesis filter bank in the manner illustrated 

in Figure 2.5. By changing the upsampling factors from M to P in the synthesis 

stage and by modifying the synthesis filters, an output signal of (~ x JV) samples is 

obtained from an input signal of TV samples. A resampling filter is used to modify 
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Figure 2.4: Subband decomposition obtained from one level of two-dimensional wavelet 
decomposition with a 3-band or 4-band wavelet transform. 
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of a one-dimensional M-band wavelet transform with a modified 
synthesis filter bank to achieve a ratio of P/M, as proposed by Pau et al. 

the filters of the synthesis stage. 

For a target size ratio of (P/M), the method specifies to select a number Q of 

subbands (P < Q < M) out the M subbands produced by the analysis stage. For a 

two-dimensional data, this translates into selecting a Q x Q group of subbands out 

of the M x M group of subbands produced by the forward wavelet decomposition. 

Ideally, to obtain an image of spatial resolution equal to P/M the original size of 

the image, we would like the value Q to be equal to P, since a P x P group of 

subbands would have the same number of samples as a decoded image at the requested 

resolution. The results reported by the authors suggest, however, that a higher value 

of Q is preferable, as it produces better results in terms of visual quality. This 
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is certainly a limitation of the described method. An additional concern with the 

approach presented is the need to build a different set of synthesis filters for each 

possible resizing ratio. 

2.1.3 Non-dyadic spatial resolution scalability with a wavelet 

transform of rational dilation factor 

In their contribution, Xiong et al. [11] propose the use of a wavelet transform of 

rational dilation factor to obtain non-dyadic spatial resolution scalability. The work 

described by the authors mainly focuses on implementing a rational wavelet transform 

under a lifting-based transform structure. The use of a lifting implementation [26,27] 

for the wavelet transform is very popular in wavelet-based image compression be

cause it results in significantly reduced computational complexity, in comparison to 

the traditional convolution-based filter bank implementation. Xiong et al. propose 

a lifting framework for a wavelet transform of dilation factor 3/2 and present vari

ous prediction models to generate the lifting coefficients. However, the authors do 

not attempt to combine spatial resolution scalability by both dyadic and non-dyadic 

ratios. Furthermore, their results are constrained to wavelet filters of one vanishing 

moment, a property of the wavelet filters which is reported to have an impact on the 

compression performance [28,29]. 
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2.2 Overview of the current literature on the con

struction of wavelet filters for rational wavelet 

transforms 

The notion of rational wavelet transform was introduced and briefly discussed in 

Chapter 1. A main reason for the limited use of rational wavelet transforms is the 

limited results from the research effort on the construction of wavelet filters for ra

tional wavelet transforms. The difficulty of designing perfect-reconstruction filters 

for rational wavelet transforms is well described by Blu [30] and by Bayram and Se-

lesnick [17]. The problems posed by the filter design process in the case of rational 

wavelet transforms cannot be solved by the same approaches that are used to design 

wavelet filters for dyadic wavelet decompositions. As a consequence, very little flexi

bility is available in the design, and only few constraints can be imposed on the filters. 

Although the issue of filter design for rational wavelet transforms is not specifically 

addressed in the current research, we present in this section an overview of different 

contributions and recent developments made in this area. Examples of wavelet filters 

for rational wavelet transforms are presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. 

Earlier contribution from Kovacevic and Vetterli [31] and a more recent work by 

Blu [30] are often cited references in the construction of wavelet filters for rational 

wavelet transforms. Kovacevic and Vetterli [31] were the first to propose an extension 

of the dyadic filter bank to sampling coefficients forming a rational dilation factor. Blu 

[30] has proposed an algorithm to design filter banks with integer or rational dilation 

factors satisfying the constraints of ortho-normality and regularity. Orthonormal filter 

banks are characterized by synthesis filters being time-reversed versions of the analysis 

filters. The regularity property rejoins the concept of vanishing moment mentioned 
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at the end of Section 2.1. Prom an image compression perspective a higher regularity 

order is preferable. The algorithm proposed by Blu is an iterative algorithm which 

reaches convergence for arbitrary regularity orders only when the filter bank has an 

integer dilation factor. As reported by the author, convergence cannot be achieved 

for more than one regularity order when a rational dilation factor is requested. 

To our knowledge, Bayram and Selesnick [15] were the first to propose wavelet fil

ters of higher regularity order for orthonormal filter banks of rational dilation factors. 

However, in their design, the authors used a powerful but computationally expensive 

method to generate the filter coefficients. In a very recent work, the same authors 

have proposed a design algorithm with an iterative approach of smaller complexity to 

compute the filter coefficients [16]. The wavelet filters used in the current research, 

which are described in Chapter 5, were obtained from this contribution. 

Another interesting contribution on rational wavelet transforms is proposed by 

Baussard et al. [12]. The authors describe a construction of the wavelet filters in the 

Fourier domain and propose a fast algorithm to compute the rational wavelet trans

form. Compared to other work, their design does not involve an iterative algorithm 

but the proposed filters are infinitely-based, a property often judged impractical in 

image compression systems. 

Finally, Bayram and Selesnick [17,32] have recently proposed the use of an over-

complete filter bank of rational dilation factor. The filter bank is said to be over-

complete because the total number of samples in the output subbands of the analysis 

stage is higher than the number of samples in the input signal. The authors pro

pose the use of an overcomplete filter bank to introduce more flexibility in the design 

process, and reduce the overall complexity of the design algorithm. In the current 

research, we have investigated the use in image compression of an overcomplete filter 

bank of rational dilation factor. This is described in Chapter 6. 



Chapter 3 

A new wavelet decomposition s t ructure 

with combined rational wavelet transforms 

In Chapter 1, we demonstrated how the use of wavelet transforms of rational dilation 

factors q/p < 2 can produce a finer partitioning of the two-dimensional space than a 

dyadic wavelet decomposition. We established that a two-dimensional wavelet trans

form with a rational dilation factor of q/p (which will also be referred to as a (p, q) 

rational wavelet transform) produces a set of native resolutions determined by the 

set of ratios {( 2 )m ,m = 0 , . . . ,n}, where n represents the total number of levels of 

decomposition. We denote this set of ratios as the native size ratios produced by the 

wavelet decomposition. Given an original image of size (w,h), the native resolution 

produced after m levels of decomposition corresponds to a native size ratio of (2)TO 

and an image of size ( ( | ) m x w, (£)m x h). 

Table 3.1 lists the native size ratios produced by multiple levels of dyadic wavelet 

decomposition, against the use of rational wavelet decompositions of dilation factors 

of 3/2 or 4/3. For the sake of simplicity in the example, we have assumed that the 

resolution corresponding to a quarter of the original image size is the lowest desired 

spatial resolution, and consequently restricted ourselves to native size ratios that are 

23 
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(P,9)=(l,2) 

n = 2 

704 x 576 

352 x 288 

176 x 144 

(p,<7)=(2,3) 

n = 3 

704 x 576 

470 x 384 

313 x 256 

209 x 171 

(p,</)=(3,4) 

n = 4 

704 x 576 

528 x 432 

396 x 324 

297 x 243 

223 x 183 

(P,9)=(l,2) 

n = 2 

1 

1/2 

1/4 

(P,<?)=(2,3) 

n = 3 

1 

2/3 

4/9 

8/27 

(P,<7)=(3,4) 

n = 4 

1 

3/4 

9/16 

27/64 

81/256 

Table 3.1: Native size ratios from mul- Table 3.2: The set of native spatial res-
tiple levels of wavelet decomposition with olutions from an original image of size 
dilation factors of 2, 3/2 and 4/3. 704 x 576, with wavelet transforms of di

lation factors of 2, 3/2 and 4/3. Decimal 
sizes are rounded to the highest integer. 

greater or equal to 1/4. With this constraint, the total number of decomposition 

levels n is dependent on the sampling coefficients (p, q) and calculated as the highest 

integer such that (-)n > \. Given the native size ratios of Table 3.1, Table 3.2 lists 

the corresponding native spatial resolutions for an original image at 4CIF resolution1. 

It can be observed that the number of possible native spatial resolutions increases 

with the use of rational wavelet decompositions of dilation factors q/p < 2. However, 

apart from the original resolution, there is no other common resolution between the 

sets proposed by each (p, q) rational wavelet decomposition and the set of possible 

resolutions obtained from a dyadic wavelet transform. What is illustrated is that 

although a rational wavelet decomposition produces a richer set of possible native 

resolutions, this gain comes with a loss of the dyadic native resolutions that are 

traditionally expected from a wavelet-based image compression system. 

In the current chapter, we present a two-dimensional wavelet decomposition struc

ture made of rational wavelet transforms, and able to produce native resolutions ob

tained by dyadic factors. The proposed decomposition is a combination of rational 

^ IF^Common Intermediate Format. CIF resolution corresponds to a size 352 x 288 . 4CIF 
resolution corresponds to a size 704 x 576. QCIF resolution corresponds to a size 176 x 144. 
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wavelet transforms with different dilation factors, which results in a set of native size 

ratios that include dyadic and non-dyadic ratios. We address the issue of compatibility 

with subband coders of the zerotree coding family, a family of transform coders that 

are widely used in wavelet-based image compression. Our work introduces a simple 

compatibility scheme for the proposed wavelet decomposition, by defining a different 

way to build the parent-child tree structure used in zerotree-based subband coders. 

Finally, a proposition on how to combine dyadic wavelet decomposition and rational 

wavelet decomposition is formulated, and a compatibility scheme for zerotree-based 

subband coding is defined for the resulting subband decomposition. 

3.1 Combined rational wavelet decompositions for 

increased spatial resolution scalability with 

dyadic and non-dyadic factors 

In this section, we look at the problem of generating native size ratios of dyadic nature 

with wavelet transforms of rational dilation factors. Doing this with a single rational 

wavelet transform means finding the right sampling coefficients (p, q) such that the set 

of native size ratios {(2)m , m = 0 , . . . , n} include dyadic factors of the type (|)J'. In 

other terms, it means finding the right integers p, q such that there exist two integers 

mi and m,2 for which the relationship (^)mi = ( | )m 2 is verified. With the constraint 

that q/p forms a rational value, no solution exists to that relationship. However, the 

problem can be stated differently if we combine multiple rational wavelet transforms 

of different dilation factors in the multi-level two-dimensional wavelet decomposition. 

To illustrate the idea of combining rational wavelet transforms of different dilation 

factors, consider decomposing an original image using successively a two-dimensional 
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Figure 3.1: A combined rational wavelet decomposition with rational wavelet transforms 
of dilation factors 4/3 and 3/2. 

(3,4) rational wavelet decomposition and a two-dimensional (2, 3) rational wavelet 

decomposition, as follows: 

1. The original image of size (w,h) is transformed using a two-dimensional (3,4) 

rational wavelet decomposition. The wavelet decomposition produces an ap

proximation subband of size (u>i, h\)=(\w, |/i) and three details subbands. 

2. The approximation subband of size (w\,h\) is transformed using a two-

dimensional (2, 3) rational wavelet decomposition. The wavelet decomposition 

results in a new approximation subband of size (w2, h2, )=(§u>i, ^h1)=(^w, ~h) 

and three additional details subbands. 

This alternation of two-dimensional rational wavelet transforms of different dilation 

factors (4/3 and 3/2 in the example) is what we denote a combined rational wavelet 

decomposition. Figure 3.1 illustrates the described combined rational wavelet decom

position, with rational wavelet transforms of sampling coefficients (3,4) and (2,3). 

Although the illustrated decomposition is made of two levels of wavelet decomposi

tion, each with a different wavelet transform, we will often refer to it as one level 

of combined rational wavelet decomposition. To apply the combined decomposition2 

2In the text, the expression combined rational wavelet decomposition will often be simplified to 
combined decomposition or combined wavelet decomposition 
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of the second level of combined decomposition with rational 
wavelet transforms of dilation factors 4/3 and 3/2. 

on multiple levels, the described scheme is iterated on the approximate subband. 

Figure 3.2 illustrates a second level of the combined rational wavelet decomposition 

described in Figure 3.1. The second level of decomposition produces successively 

an approximation subband of size (iu3, /i3)=(|iu, | / i) , then (u>4, /&4)=(jiu, \w). The 

specific dilation factors of 4/3 and 3/2 are only used as example, and the notion 

of combined rational wavelet decomposition can be generalized to any set of rational 

wavelet transforms with different dilation factors. As a matter of fact, we characterize 

a combined rational decomposition by the set of dilation factors {(qi/pi), i = 1 , . . . , j } 3 

of the j different rational wavelet transforms used in the decomposition. One level of 

combined decomposition represents a cascade of two-dimensional wavelet decomposi

tions with each of the different rational wavelet transforms involved in the combined 

decomposition. With this characterization, the examples illustrated in Figure 3.1 

and Figure 3.2 represent respectively one level and two levels of combined wavelet 

decomposition with dilation factors {(qi/Pi)} = {4/3,3/2}, in that exact order. 

The interesting aspect of the combined rational wavelet decomposition is the na

tive spatial resolutions that are produced during the decomposition process. We can 

3This will often be denoted simply as {{qi/pi)} 
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determine from Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 that a two-level combined decomposition 

with dilation factors {(qi/pi)} = {4/3, 3/2} produces a set of native size ratios equal 

t o { l , f , | , | , | } . As a generality, the set of native size ratios produced by n levels 

of combined rational wavelet decomposition with two rational wavelet transforms of 

dilation factors q\/p\ and ^2/^2 is given by the union of the two partial sets: 

• setl = { ( g ) m ( g ) m - 1 , m = l , . . . , n } , and 

. set2 = {(^r(f2r,rn = 0,...,n} 

For example, with qi/pi = 4/3, #2/^2 = 3/2, and n = 2: 

• setl= {(f)(1)0, ( ! ) 2 ( m = { ! , § } 

• set 2= {{\n\)\{\)K\)\{\)\\?} ={1 ,U> 

The union of the two partial sets gives the complete set of native size ratios de

rived earlier. Similarly, if three different dilation factors are used in the combined 

decomposition, the possible sizes ratios are given by the union of the three partial 

sets: 

. Set 1 = {(^r(f2r-\f3r-\m = i,...,n}, 
• set 2 = { ( J H g ) m ( f J™'1, m = 1 , . . . , n}, and 

. 5 e ^ = { ( | H f H ! r , m = 0 , . . . , n } , 

It can be observed that the set of native size ratios produced by two levels of 

combined decomposition with dilation factors {(qi/pi)} = {4/3,3/2} include dyadic 

and non-dyadic ratios. The inclusion of dyadic ratios was made possible by appro

priately selecting the dilation factors {(qi/Pi)} of the wavelet transforms involved in 

the combined rational wavelet decomposition. Indeed, from the formulation above, 

the partial set of native size ratios defined by {Y[i(Pi/qi)m,m = 0 , . . . ,n} is always 
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{(Qi/Pi)} = 

{(4/3),(3/2)} 

1 

3/4 

1/2 

3/8 

1/4 

{(Qi/Pi)} = 

{6/5,5/4,4/3} 

1 

5/6 

2/3 

1/2 

5/12 

1/3 

1/4 

Dyadic 

decomposition 

704 x 576 

352 x 288 

176 x 144 

{(qi/Pi)} = 

{(4/3),(3/2)} 

704 x 576 

528 x 432 

352 x 288 

264 x 216 

176 x 144 

{{Qi/Pi)} = 

{6/5,5/4,4/3} 

704 x 576 

587 x 480 

470 x 384 

352 x 288 

294 x 240 

235 x 192 

176 x 144 

Table 3.3: Native size ratios from a Table 3.4: Native spatial resolutions from an 
two-level combined rational wavelet original image of size 704 x 576 when using a two-
decomposition, with different sets of level combined rational decomposition against a 

regular dyadic decomposition. Decimal sizes are 
rounded to integer values. 

dilation factors. 

included among the possible native size ratios from an n-level combined decomposi

tion. Specifically, it corresponds to set 2 in the case of two dilation factors and set 

3 when three different dilation factors are involved in the combined decomposition. 

Considering that the set of possible native size ratios achievable with an n-level dyadic 

decomposition is given by { ( l / 2 ) m , m = 0 , . . . , n } , the combined decomposition will 

be able to produce native spatial resolutions obtained by dyadic factors if: 

Y[(Qi/Pi) = 2 (3.1) 

This relationship is verified for a combined rational wavelet decomposition with di

lation factors {(qt/pi)} = {4 /3 ,3 /2} , which it's why we are able to obtain native 

resolutions of dyadic factors from this specific combined decomposition. 

Table 3.3 lists the possible size ratios from a two-level combined rational wavelet 

decomposition with the combination of dilation factors 4/3 and 3/2 on one hand, and 
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dilation factors 6/5, 5/4 and 4/3 on the other hand. Note that in both cases the 

dilation factors satisfy the condition cited in ( 3.1). Table 3.4 indicates the native 

spatial resolutions produced by each combined decomposition for an original image 

at 4CIF resolution. The native resolutions produced by a dyadic wavelet decomposi

tion are also indicated for comparison. As demonstrated, the two combined rational 

wavelet decompositions produce a richer set of possible resolutions, and include native 

resolutions obtained by dyadic factors. 

3.2 A parent-child tree construction scheme for 

compatibility with zerotree-based subband 

coders 

Subband coders of the zerotree coding family [20, 33] have been widely used in the 

image coding literature. Said and Pearlman's SPIHT (Set Partitioning In Hierarchi

cal Trees) [20], an example of zerotree-based subband coder, is considered one of the 

state-of-the-art coders in wavelet-based image compression thanks to the relative sim

plicity of the coding algorithm along with excellent reported performance. Likewise, 

we have a keen interest in investigating the potential use of zerotree-based subband 

coders to encode the approximation and details subbands from the proposed combined 

rational wavelet decomposition. As with many other subband coding techniques tar

geted for image applications, zerotree-based subband coders were initially developed 

for a dyadic wavelet decomposition and take advantage of the dyadic splitting of the 

approximation subband across consecutive levels of decomposition. A difficulty natu

rally arises in trying to adapt the subband coding scheme to support a (p, q) rational 

wavelet transform that performs a different partitioning of the two-dimensional space. 
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Zerotree-based subband coders exploit the correlation between subband coeffi

cients at the same spatial location across different levels of wavelet decomposition. 

At the core of the technique employed is the construction of a parent-child tree struc

ture that associates every pixel at a higher level of decomposition (the parent node) 

to a group of pixels at the next finer (or smaller) level (the children nodes). In the 

case of a two-dimensional dyadic decomposition, every parent node has exactly four 

children nodes grouped as a 2 x 2 block of pixels. To build the complete tree structure, 

every node is considered a potential parent node until the remaining nodes all belong 

to the finest level of decomposition. Figure 3.3 illustrates the construction of the 

parent-child tree structure for a three-level dyadic wavelet decomposition. A pixel at 

the highest level of decomposition is a parent node of a 2 x 2 block of pixels in the next 

finer level, which in turn are the parent nodes of a 4 x 4 block of pixels in the finest 

level of decomposition. If every pixel in the details subbands at the highest level is 

considered a root node, then the complete tree structure can be built. To extend that 

scheme to any (p, q) rational wavelet decomposition, one can generalize the rule by 

considering an m x m block of pixels as the parent nodes o f a ( 2 x m ) x ( - x m ) block 

of pixels in the next finer level of decomposition. For the scheme to work, the value 

(- x m) must be kept as an integer value, something difficult to achieve with a rational 

dilation factor q/p when many levels of decomposition are performed. For example, 

Figure 3.4 displays an attempt to use that method in a case of a three-level rational 

wavelet decomposition with a wavelet transform of dilation factor 3/2. Starting with 

a block of 2 x 2 pixels at the highest level (m = 2), the ratio (2 x m) gradually 

increases to | x 2 = 3 for the next finer level, then | x 3 = | for the finest level. 

With a non-integer value, the size of the child nodes block cannot be determined for 

the finest level of decomposition. In order to complete the tree structure, a different 

method would have to be defined. 
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Figure 3.3: Construction of the parent-
child tree structure for a dyadic wavelet 
decomposition. 
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Figure 3.4: An illustration of the diffi
culty of completing the parent-child tree 
structure for a (2,3) rational wavelet de
composition. 

The difficulty in building a complete parent-child tree structure for subband de

compositions obtained from rational wavelet transforms originates from the non-

integer nature of the dilation factor q/p. The dilation factor dictates the size increase 

ratio between the size of a subband at a higher level of decomposition and the size of 

the corresponding subband at the next finer level. A non-integer size increase ratio 

inevitably presents a challenge for the construction of the parent-child tree. The com

bined rational wavelet decomposition introduced in Section 3.1 does not produce a 

constant size increase ratio across successive levels of wavelet decomposition, because 

of the different dilation factors of the wavelet transforms. While this seems to be an 

additional complexity, we demonstrate in the current section how this property can 

be taken advantage of. 

Consider for example the combined wavelet decomposition with dilation factors 

{(Qi/Pi)} = {4/3,3/2} used as example in Section 3.1. Let's denote by LHk, HLk 

and HHk the respective horizontal, vertical and diagonal highpass subbands obtained 

from a two-dimensional (p^, qt) rational wavelet transform performed within one level 
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S u b b a n d 

width 

height 

LL 

Wm = (§)u>m-l 

hm — {^jitm—l 

LH? 

( | ) w m - l 

( 4 ) ^ 7 7 1 - 1 

HL? 

( j ) % - i 

( | ) / l m - l 

HH™ 

( j ) W m - l 

( 4 ) ^ - 1 

Ltf™ 

( | K » - 1 

(i)fcm-l 

flXf 

(\)wm-i 

( | ) h m - l 

HH™ 

( | K - i 

( j ) / i m _ i 

Table 3.5: Sizes of the subbands produced at the m-th level of a combined decomposition 
with dilation factors {(?i/pi)} ={4/3,3/2}. The original image size is (w, h)=(wo, ho). 

of combined decomposition, and by LL the approximation subband obtained from the 

complete combined decomposition. For details subbands produced when multiple lev

els of combined decomposition are performed, we use the terminology LH™, HL™ and 

HH™, to indicate the subbands produced after m levels of combined decomposition. 

The sizes of each subband produced at the m-th level of combined decomposition are 

indicated in Table 3.5. 

In a multi-level combined wavelet decomposition, a natural way to build the 

parent-child tree would be to associate parent nodes in a given detail subband to a 

set of children nodes in the corresponding detail subband from the previous rational 

wavelet decomposition. This type of subband association is illustrated in Figure 3.5 

for a two-level combined decomposition. In the illustrated scheme, a node in subband 

LH\ would have children nodes in subband LHf, which themselves would be parents 

to a set of nodes in subband LH\. Looking at the sizes of the subbands as indicated 

by Table 3.5, the size increase ratio between subbands LH\ and LH\ is 3/2 along the 

width and 1 along the height; the same ratio between subbands LH\ and LH\ is 4/3 

along the width and 2 along the height. The described subband association produces 

non-integer size increase ratios along the width, which results in the same challenge 

introduced earlier with the use of a single rational wavelet decomposition. 

Instead, we propose to build the parent-child tree structure by associating any 

subband <S™ at the m-th level of decomposition to the corresponding subband S™~1 

at the next finer level of combined decomposition m — 1. The resulting subband 
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Figure 3.5: Subband association in a Figure 3.6: Subband association in the 
regular parent-child tree structure. proposed parent-child tree structure. 

association is illustrated in Figure 3.6. A node in subband LH\ is parent to a set 

of children nodes in subband LH\. Similarly, a node in subband LHf is parent to 

children nodes in subband LH\. The size increase ratio for both pairs of subbands 

becomes 2 along the width and 2 along the height, all integer values. 

Figure 3.7 compares the construction of the parent-child tree structure in a dyadic 

case against the proposed construction for a combined rational wavelet decomposi

tion. In both cases, one pixel node is the parent of four nodes at a finer level of 

decomposition. The main difference is that for a dyadic decomposition the trees are 

rooted in the three details subbands of the highest level of wavelet decomposition, 

whereas in the case of a combined decomposition with two different wavelet trans

forms, the trees are rooted in the six details subbands of the highest level of combined 

wavelet decomposition. 

The integer size increase ratio obtained by using the proposed parent-child tree 

structure is a consequence of the dilation factors of the rational wavelet transforms 

involved in the combined decomposition. Indeed, it can be determined that the size 

increase ratio between any subband S™+1 and the corresponding subband <S™ at 
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two-level dyadic wavelet decomposition two-level combined rational wavelet decomposition 

Figure 3.7: Comparison between a regular parent-child tree construction scheme in a 
dyadic wavelet decomposition and the proposed parent-child tree construction scheme for 
a combined rational wavelet decomposition. 

the next finer level is equal to the ratio wm/wm+i (respectively hm/hm+i) between 

the width (resp. height) of the approximation subband after m levels of combined 

decomposition and the width (resp. height) of the approximation subband after 

m + 1 levels. For a combined rational wavelet decomposition with dilation factors 

coefficients {(qi/Pi)}, the sizes of the approximation subband across consecutive levels 

of combined decomposition are related by : 

• wm+1 = Y\i(fi)
wrn, and 

• hm+1 = Uiif^hm 

An integer size increase ratio is kept along the width and height if the dilation factors 

are selected such that Yliili/Pi) is a n integer value. Furthermore , if Yli(Qi/Pi) = 2 

as suggested in Section 3.1, then a size increase ratio of 2 is achieved, just like in a 

regular dyadic wavelet decomposition. 

In this section, a combined wavelet decomposition with two dilation factors has 

been used only as an example. The proposed method to build the parent-child tree 

structure can be extended to any number of dilation factors in the combined wavelet 

decomposition. If a total number of j different rational wavelet transforms are used, 
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the parent-child tree construction scheme can be implemented with trees rooted in 

the 3 x j details subbands of the highest level of combined decomposition. The 

only constraint on the dilation factors is that they should be chosen such that their 

cumulative product I L C ^ / P J )
 1S a n integer value. 

3.3 Combining dyadic wavelet decomposition and 

combined rational wavelet decomposition 

In this section, we are interested in using a dyadic wavelet decomposition in conjunc

tion with a combined rational wavelet decomposition. The idea is to follow n\ levels 

of combined wavelet decomposition with n2 levels of two-dimensional dyadic wavelet 

transform. This is illustrated in Figure 3.8 for ri\ = 2, n2 = 2, and a combined 

wavelet decomposition with dilation factors {(qi/pt)} = {4/3,3/2}. The motive be

hind this decomposition is to use the dyadic wavelet transform to increase the overall 

compression performance by taking advantage of the rich base of wavelet filters used 

in image coding with dyadic wavelet decompositions. The performance results of 

this structure will be analyzed and discussed in the chapters ahead; in the present 

chapter we only focus on defining a way to adapt the parent-child tree construction 

scheme proposed in Section 3.2 to a two-dimensional decomposition made of dyadic 

and combined rational wavelet transforms. 

In Section 3.2, the parent-child tree structure for the combined wavelet decompo

sition is built by rooting the parent-child trees in the six highpass subbands at the 

highest level of combined decomposition. In the subband decomposition of Figure 3.8, 

however, the highest level of decomposition is obtained from a two-dimensional dyadic 

wavelet decomposition that produces three highpass subbands. Obviously, the method 
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1 q 

1 

Figure 3.8: Illustration of the use of dyadic decomposition in conjunction with combined 
decomposition: n\ = 2 levels of combined decomposition are followed by ri2 = 2 levels of 
dyadic decomposition. 

described in Section 3.2 cannot be applied in that context. In the rest of this section, 

we define a different technique to build the complete parent-child tree structure, in

spired from wavelet packet decompositions. In contrast to the method presented in 

Section 3.2 which can be extended to different combination of rational wavelet trans

forms, the proposed construction scheme is very specific to a combined decomposition 

with dilation factors {(qi/pi)} = {4 /3 ,3 /2} . We will justify that restriction later in 

the section. 

3.3.1 An extension of the combined rational wavelet decom

position to a wavelet packet decomposition 

For the rest of the section, we'll consider specifically the combined rational wavelet 

decomposition with dilation factors {(<&//?*)} = {4 /3 ,3 /2} . The terminology intro

duced in Section 3.2 will be used to denote the different subbands produced by the 

wavelet decomposition. We propose to extend the two-dimensional structure obtained 
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Figure 3.9: Illustration of the wavelet packet extension of the combined rational wavelet 
decomposition with dilation factors {(qi/pi)} = {4/3,3/2}. 

after one level of combined decomposition in the following manner: 

1. Perform a one-dimensional (2,3) rational wavelet transform along the columns 

of the vertical subband HL\. 

2. Perform a one-dimensional (2, 3) rational wavelet transform along the rows of 

the horizontal subband LH\. 

This produces two additional diagonal subbands HH[ and HH2 as illustrated in 

Figure 3.9. In the specific case of a combined decomposition with dilation factors 

{(Qi/Pi)} = {4/3,3/2}, the two additional subbands HH[ and HH'2 have the same 

sizes as the diagonal subbands HH\ and HH2- The resulting structure is very similar 

to a type of decomposition traditionally referred to as a wavelet packet decomposi

tion. A wavelet packet decomposition designates an extension of the two-dimensional 

dyadic wavelet decomposition where each highpass subband can be further split by 

the means of one or two-dimensional dyadic wavelet transforms to create alternative 

two-dimensional decomposition structures. For example, a decomposition structure 

similar to the one obtained in Figure 3.9 can be generated by the following wavelet 

packet decomposition: 

1. Perform a two-dimensional dyadic wavelet decomposition on the original image 

0 
OO 

LH, 

"h 

HH, 

LH, 

HL, 

HH, 
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2. Perform a one-dimensional dyadic wavelet decomposition along the columns of 

the horizontal subband LH. 

3. Perform a one-dimensional dyadic wavelet decomposition along the rows of the 

vertical subband HL. 

4. Perform a two-dimensional dyadic wavelet decomposition on the diagonal sub-

band HH. 

For clarity, wavelet packet decompositions generated from dyadic wavelet transforms 

will be appended the mention dyadic. The decomposition illustrated in Figure 3.9 

will be qualified as the wavelet packet extension of the combined rational wavelet 

decomposition. Dyadic wavelet packet decompositions have been often used in image 

coding for their efficiency with highly textured images [34,35]. They have received a 

good interest in the image coding literature since the support for alternative decom

position structures was included in Part 2 of the JPEG2000 image coding standard. 

Several existing frameworks and subband coders developed for wavelet-based image 

compression naturally offer support for dyadic wavelet packet decompositions and the 

use of zerotree-based coders have been investigated in that context as well [36,37]. 

With its particular structure, the decomposition illustrated in Figure 3.9 offers 

more flexibility than the regular combined decomposition, with respect to compati

bility with existing wavelet-based image coding frameworks or subband coders. How

ever, as defined, the wavelet packet extension of the combined decomposition is only 

similar to a dyadic wavelet packet decomposition when the dilation factors are specif

ically set to 4/3 and 3/2. Indeed, two other dilation factors, or even the same dilation 

factors used in reverse order, would produce details subbands of different sizes than 

what a dyadic wavelet packet decomposition would produce. Finally, it can be verified 

that a combined decomposition in wavelet packet extension mode is fully compatible 

with the parent-child tree construction scheme described in Section 3.2. In the case 
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q= 

Figure 3.10: Illustration of the use of dyadic decomposition in conjunction with combined 
decomposition in wavelet packet extension mode: n\ = 2 levels of combined decomposition 
are followed by n^ — 2 levels of dyadic decomposition. 

of two dilation factors, the parent-child trees are rooted in the eight details subbands 

at the highest level of combined decomposition (all levels of decomposition should be 

performed using the wavelet packet extension). 

3.3.2 Combining dyadic wavelet decomposition and com

bined rational wavelet decomposition with the defined 

wavelet packet extension 

Figure 3.10 illustrates the subbands obtained when n\ = 2 levels of combined de

composition in wavelet packet extension mode are followed by n2 = 2 levels of two-

dimensional dyadic wavelet transform. We are interested in building a parent-child 

tree structure across the different subbands by taking advantage of the similarity 

with two-dimensional dyadic wavelet packet decompositions. As we pointed out ear

lier, the use of zerotree-based subband coders has been considered for dyadic wavelet 
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Figure 3.11: An illustration of the Figure 3.12: A slight variant of the 
parent-child tree construction scheme in parent-child tree construction scheme for 
a dyadic wavelet packet decomposition a dyadic wavelet packet decomposition 
structure, as suggested by Kim et al. structure. 

packet decompositions, by redefining the way the parent-child tree structure is con

structed [36,37]. Kim et al. [36] propose to build the trees in the manner described in 

Figure 3.11. In the illustrated example, the dyadic wavelet packet decomposition con

sists of two levels of two-dimensional dyadic decomposition, plus a two-dimensional 

dyadic wavelet transform to the vertical highpass subband from the first level of 

decomposition. To build the parent-child tree structure on the vertical highpass sub-

bands, the children nodes from one parent at the second level of decomposition are 

split in each of the quadrants obtained from decomposing the first-level subband. We 

elect to add a slight change to this approach, similar to a strategy used by Sprljan 

et al. [37]: instead of splitting the children nodes from one parent in each of the four 

quadrants, parent nodes are grouped in 2 x 2 blocks and each parent node is defined 

to have all four children in one quadrant, as illustrated in Figure 3.12. 

The same idea can be transposed to the subband decomposition of Figure 3.10 

and used to build the parent-child tree at the transition between a subband from 

the dyadic decomposition and subbands from the combined wavelet decomposition. 
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Figure 3.13: An illustration of the proposed parent-child tree construction scheme when 
a dyadic decomposition is used in conjunction with a combined decomposition. 

Before that transitional step, the parent-child tree structure is built as with any two-

dimensional dyadic wavelet decomposition. Past that transitional step, the rest of the 

parent-child tree structure is completed using the technique presented in Section 3.2 

for combined rational wavelet decompositions. Figure 3.13 is an illustration of the 

proposed parent-child tree construction scheme, illustrated for a subband decompo

sition consisting of two levels of combined wavelet decomposition and two levels of 

dyadic wavelet decomposition. 

The proposed technique is designed specifically for a combined wavelet decom

position with dilation factors {(qi/pi)} = {4/3,3/2}. Although the definition of the 

wavelet packet extension mode of the combined decomposition can be generalized 

to any set of dilation factors, only this specific selection of dilation factors can cre

ate a structure similar to a dyadic wavelet packet decomposition. This similarity is 

exploited in the parent-child tree construction scheme. 
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3.4 Compatibility of the proposed decompositions 

with other existing subband coders 

By offering a different partitioning of the two-dimensional space than the dyadic 

wavelet decomposition, the combined rational wavelet decomposition introduced in 

this chapter naturally presents a challenge for subband coders traditionally used in 

wavelet-based image coding. In Section 3.2 and Section 3.3, we have addressed this 

challenge for the particular family of zerotree-based subband coders, by redefining 

the parent-child tree structure to adapt to the sizes of the subbands produced. Intra-

subband coders like SPECK (Set Partitioning Embedded bloCK coder) [21], EZBC 

(Embedded coding using ZeroBlocks of wavelet coefficients and Context modeling) 

[38] and EBCOT (Embedded Block Coding with Optimized Truncation) [39] offer an 

alternative to zerotree-based coding. By working only within a given subband and 

treating each subband independently, these coders allow for more flexibility in the 

sizes of the subbands produced by the wavelet decomposition, since there's no need 

for a cross-level subband relationship. SPECK, for example, uses a subband split 

partitioning technique in order to exploit the local correlation of coefficients within 

the subband, and does not require any cross-subband processing. 

The wavelet packet extension described in Section 3.3 for a combined rational 

wavelet decomposition with dilation factors of 4/3 and 3/2 offers an even greater 

compatibility with existing wavelet-based image coding frameworks. Several sub-

band coders in the image coding literature offer a natural support for dyadic wavelet 

packet decomposition, including the ones listed above. Very often, efficient implemen

tations that are optimized to take advantage of the half-splitting inherent to a dyadic 

decomposition show support for dyadic wavelet packet decompositions as well.4 

4The popular kakadu software for JPEG2000's EBCOT is a good example. 
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An algorithm structure for spatial 

resolution scalability with SPIHT and 

SPECK 

In this chapter, we introduce two popular subband coders used in wavelet-based im

age coding : SPIHT [20], a zerotree-based subband coder widely-used in the image 

coding literature, and SPECK [21], a more recent coder that exploits intra-subband 

correlation. We are interested in both wavelet subband coders for potential use in 

the construction of a wavelet-based image compression system with spatial resolution 

scalability. The two subband coders use a bitplane coding technique, where the sub-

band coefficients are arranged into bitplanes and the coding algorithm processes the 

data one bitplane after another. As originally defined, SPIHT and SPECK produce 

an encoded bitstream with fine Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) scalability. That is, a 

bitstream in which the data is arranged by increasing layers of quality, as illustrated 

in Figure 4.1. 

In their respective original forms, neither SPIHT or SPECK naturally offers the 

44 
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layer 1 layer 2 layer 3 

Figure 4.1: An example of bitstream with SNR scalability. 

resolution 1 resolution 2 

layer 1 layer 2 layer 3 

resolution 3 

Figure 4.2: An illustration of bitstream with spatial resolution scalability and SNR scal
ability within each resolution. 

capability to produce a resolution-scalable bitstream for the support of spatial resolu

tion scalability. Various works in the literature have proposed algorithmic modifica

tions to both SPIHT [40-42] and SPECK [43,44] in order to produce bitstreams with 

scalability on spatial resolution. The typical structure of the resulting bitstreams 

is shown in Figure 4.2: the bitstream is scalable in resolution, and also scalable in 

quality within each resolution. However, the different contributions in the current 

literature do not attempt to specify a different bitrate for every resolution included in 

the bitstream during the encoding process. In other words, they do not attempt to 

control the proportion of the bitstream allocated by the subband coder to each spa

tial resolution. Instead, the use of a bitstream parser equipped with a rate allocation 

model is typically suggested to extract a partial bitstream from the original encoded 

bitstream, if a bitstream of specific length is required for a specific resolution. 

A reason for that is the fact that the previously cited works target the inclusion of 

fine SNR scalability and full spatial resolution scalability in the bitstream. The use 

of a bitstream parser with a rate allocation model is indeed a very efficient way to 

support both types of scalability, if the complexity of the rate allocation model can 

be afforded [40,42]. In the current chapter, we present a simple way of specifying a 

bitrate for each resolution directly to the subband coder, by appropriately modifying 
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the structure of the coding algorithm. The next sections describe the algorithmic 

manipulations performed to achieve this goal. The resulting algorithm structures for 

SPIHT and SPECK allow for each resolution to be specified a target bitrate directly 

in the encoding process, so that the lengths of the different portions of the resolution-

scalable bitstream produced by the subband coder can be controlled. 

4.1 Converting SPIHT to support spatial resolu

tion scalability 

Said and Pearlman's SPIHT (Set Partitioning In Hierarchical Trees) [20] is one the 

most widely-used wavelet subband coder in the image compression literature. Based 

on the zerotree subband coding paradigm introduced by Shapiro [33], SPIHT is an 

inter-scale coder which exploits the relationship across wavelet subband coefficients 

at consecutive decomposition levels. The algorithm does it by constructing a parent-

child tree structure rooted at the highest wavelet decomposition level, and by pruning 

the tree's branches, bitplane after bitplane, in search of significant coefficients. The 

relative simplicity of the algorithm along with its very high efficiency have made 

SPIHT a benchmark in wavelet subband coding. 

4.1.1 An overview of the coding algorithm 

Figure 4.3 gives a very simplistic general overview of the SPIHT coding algorithm. 

The algorithm is only described from a top-level perspective for the sake of simplic

ity, and the interested reader is referred to the work by Said and Pearlman [20] for 

additional details. The algorithm uses three lists: the List of Insignificant Pixels 

(LIP), the List of Insignificant Sets (LIS) and the List of Significant Pixels (LSP). 
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Given : 

• A set of subbands from a wavelet decomposition 
• A bit budget 

1. Define three lists : 
a) LIP (List of Insignificant Pixels) 
b) LIS (List of Insignificant Sets) 
c) LSP (List of Significant Pixels) 

2. Initialize LIP and LIS. 
3. Compute maxThreshold (the highest possible bitplane). 
4. for each Threshold = maxThreshold:-l:0 

• Process LIP list 
• Process LIS list 
• Process LSP list 

(Stop any running process once the bit budget is reached) 

Figure 4.3: A simplistic overview of the SPIHT coding algorithm. 

The LIS list is used to build and prune the complete parent-child tree structure. A 

set in the LIS represents a subtree of subband coefficients rooted at one higher level 

of decomposition down to the finest level. A pixel is either part of a set in the LIS 

or member of the LIP or LSP list. The algorithm processes every list, bitplane after 

bitplane, eventually moving the pixels from the sets in the LIS to the LIP and LSP 

lists, where their actual values are encoded. 

4.1.2 Conversion to a subband coder supporting spatial res

olution scalability 

Previous works by Danyali and Mertins [40] and by Christophe and Pearlman [42] 

have proposed the use of resolution-dependent lists, in order to modify the coding 

algorithm of SPIHT into one that produces a resolution-scalable bitstream. Recall 

that a n-level dyadic wavelet decomposition produces n + 1 native spatial resolutions 

(including the full resolution). The idea of resolution-dependent lists is to define n + 1 
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Given : 

• 
• 

1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 

A set of subbands from a wavelet decomposition 
A bit budget 

Define three resolution-dependent lists : 
a) LIP r (for each possible resolution r) 
b) LIS,- (for each possible resolution r) 
c) LSP r (for each possible resolution r) 

Initialize LIP and LIS lists. 
Compute maxThreshold. 
for each Threshold = maxThreshold:-1:0 

• for each possible resolution r, Process LIP r 

• for each possible resolution r, Process LISr 

• for each possible resolution r, Process LSPr 

(Stop any running process once the bit budget is 

list 
list 
list 
reached) 

Figure 4.4: SPIHT coding algorithm with resolution-dependent lists, producing a bit-
stream with SNR scalability. 

lists LIPfe, LlSfc and LSPfc , with k = 0 , . . . , n. With the use of resolution-dependent 

lists, the coding algorithm can be re-expressed in the form described in Figure 4.4 

to produce the same SNR-scalable bitstream. A simple change to the order of the 

loops at step 4 gives the algorithm shown in Figure 4.5, which produces a resolution-

scalable bitstream. The interested reader is referred to Christophe and Pearlman's 

work [42] for details on the coding algorithms using resolution-dependent lists. 

The algorithm described in Figure 4.5 produces a resolution-scalable bitstream 

with all possible resolutions included in the bitstream and one single bit budget spec

ified: the bit budget for the entire bitstream. This results in the type of bitstream 

structure illustrated in Figure 4.6. We propose to change the structure of the algo

rithm in order to add the two following capabilities: 

a) the capability to decide which resolutions should be included in the bitstream. 

b) the capability to specify a bit budget for each resolution. 
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Given : 

• A set of subbands from a wavelet decomposition 
• A bit budget 

1. Define three resolution-dependent lists : 
a) LIP r (for each possible resolution r) 
b) LISr (for each possible resolution r) 
c) LSP r (for each possible resolution r) 

2. Initialize LIP and LIS lists. 
3. Compute maxThreshold. 
4. for each possible resolution r, 

• for each Threshold = maxThreshold:-1:0 
— Process LIP r list 
— Process LISr list 
— Process LSPr list 

(Stop any running process once the bit budget is reached) 

Figure 4.5: SPIHT coding algorithm with resolution-dependent lists, producing a bit-
stream with resolution scalability. 

bit budget 

' , '2 's 

bit budget r2 

r, r2 

Figure 4.6: A resolution-scalable bit-
stream with all possible resolutions and 
one bit budget specified for the full bit-
stream. 

bit budget r, 

Figure 4.7: A resolution-scalable bit-
stream with two resolutions of interest 
and a bit budget specified for each por
tion of the bitstream. 

In other terms, we want to be able to specify which spatial resolutions are of interest 

to us and the bitrate at which we want these resolutions to be encoded. Figure 4.7 

illustrates the type of flexibility targeted on the bitstream structure, represented for 

two spatial resolutions of interest. 

In order to generate such a bitstream, we propose an algorithm structure derived 

from the one presented in Figure 4.4 to produce a SNR-scalable bitstream using 

resolution-dependent lists. At step 4 of the algorithm of Figure 4.4, the lists corre

sponding to all possible resolutions are processed under one threshold loop. If instead, 
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this loop is separated in two threshold loops such that the first loop only processes 

the spatial resolutions smaller or equal to a given resolution ri, and the second loop 

processes the resolutions between r\ and a higher resolution r-2, this would result in 

a bitstream with spatial resolution scalability on the two resolutions r± and r%- Ad

ditionally, if a mechanism is put in place to control the bit budget allocated to each 

spatial resolution, then the target bitstream illustrated in Figure 4.7 can be formed. 

Figure 4.8 describes the proposed structure of the coding algorithm, presented for 

two spatial resolutions of interest. The resulting bitstream also has the property of 

SNR scalability within each spatial resolution r\ and r<i- The described algorithm 

structure can be straightforwardly extended to a higher number of spatial resolutions 

of interest. 

4.2 Converting SPECK to support spatial resolu

tion scalability 

SPECK (Set Partitioning Embedded bloCK coder) [21] belongs to a more recent fam

ily of subband coders which exploits the local clustering of coefficients within a wavelet 

subband by using a split partitioning technique. Other coders of the same family in

clude BISK (Binary Set splitting with K-d trees) [45] and most notably EZBC [38], a 

SPECK variant, on which the successful MC-EZBC video coding framework [46,47] 

is based. The coding algorithms of SPECK and SPIHT share notable similarities, 

though SPECK does not use any cross-subband processing and consequently does 

not use any cross-subband tree structure. Instead, SPECK uses a quad-tree parti

tioning technique, where each subband is split into four subsets and every subset can 

be further split into four subsets again, and so on and so forth. The algorithm uses 
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Given : 
• A set of subbands from a wavelet decomposition 
• A bit budget for the resolution r\ (bitBudgetr\) 
• A bit budget for the resolution ri (bitBudget^) 

1. Define three resolution-dependent lists : 
a) LIP r (for each possible resolution r) 
b) LISr (for each possible resolution r) 
c) LSP r (for each possible resolution r) 

2. Initialize LIP and LIS lists. 
3. Compute maxThreshold. Set maxBudget = bitBudgetr2-

4. for each Threshold = maxThreshold:-1:0 
• for each resolution r, 1 < r < r\, Process LIP r list 
• for each resolution r, 1 < r < r\, Process LISr list 
• for each resolution r, 1 < r < r\, Process LSP r list 
• if bitBudgetri is reached or even exceeded, 

— set minThresholdri = Threshold and exit the loop 
(Stop any running process if maxBudget is reached) 

5. for each Threshold = maxThreshold : — 1 : minThresholdr\ 
• for each resolution r, r\ < r < r%, Process LIP r list 
• for each resolution r, r\ < r < r%, Process LISr list 
• for each resolution r, r\ < r < ri, Process LSP r list 

(Stop any running process if maxBudget is reached) 

6. if bitBudgetTi is not yet reached, 
• for each Threshold = minThresholdr\ — 1 : — 1 : 0 

— for each resolution r, 1 < r < ri, Process LIP r list 
— for each resolution r, 1 < r < ri, Process LISr list 
— for each resolution r, 1 < r < ri, Process LSP r list 

(Stop any running process once bitBudgetr2 is reached) 

Figure 4.8: Proposed SPIHT coding algorithm structure with support for spatial resolu
tion scalability on two resolutions of interest. 
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Given : 

• A set of subbands from a wavelet decomposition 
• A bit budget 

1. Define two lists : 
a) LIS (List of Insignificant Sets) 
b) LSP (List of Significant Pixels) 

2. Initialize LIS. 
3. Compute maxThreshold (the highest possible bitplane). 
4. for each Threshold = maxThreshold:-l:0 

• for each set S in the LIS, Process the set S 
• if there's any significant coefficient among the unprocessed subbands, 

Partition the subband into sets and add them to the LIS. 
• Process LSP list 

(Stop any running process once the bit budget is reached) 

Figure 4.9: A simplistic overview of the SPECK coding algorithm. 

that set partitioning technique to locate significant coefficients within each subband, 

bitplane after bitplane. 

4.2.1 An overview of the coding algorithm 

Figure 4.9 gives a simplistic general overview of the SPECK coding algorithm, from 

a top-level perspective. The interested reader is referred to the work by Pearlman 

et al. [21] for additional algorithm details. The algorithm uses two lists: the List 

of Insignificant Sets (LIS) and the List of Significant Pixels (LSP). A set in the LIS 

represents a group of coefficients obtained after partitioning of a bigger set (which 

could be a subband). Sets are gradually added to the LIS in decreasing order of 

decomposition level (from the highest to the finest level) and significant coefficients 

found while processing the sets in the LIS are moved to the LSP list. 
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Given : 

• A set of subbands from a wavelet decomposition 
• A bit budget 

1. Define two resolution-dependent lists : 
a) LISr (for each possible resolution r) 
b) LSP r (for each possible resolution r) 

2. Initialize LIS lists. 
3. Compute maxThreshold (the highest possible bitplane). 
4. for each Threshold = maxThreshold:-1:0 

• for each possible resolution r, 
— for each set S in LISr, Process the set S 

• for each possible resolution r, 
— if there's any significant coefficient among the unprocessed sub-

bands at resolution r, Partition the subband into sets and add 
them to LIS r. 

• for each possible resolution r, Process LSP r list 
(Stop any running process once the bit budget is reached) 

Figure 4.10: SPECK coding algorithm with resolution-dependent lists, producing a bit-
stream with SNR scalability. 

4.2.2 Conversion to a subband coder supporting spatial res

olution scalability 

Converting the original coding algorithm of SPECK to support spatial resolution 

scalability can be done following the same methodology described in Section 4.1 for 

SPIHT. The first step is to convert the regular algorithm to an equivalent algorithm 

using resolution-dependent lists LIS^ and LSP^. The resulting algorithm structure is 

described in Figure 4.10. From that result, an algorithm structure with the capability 

of producing a resolution-scalable bitstream and specifying a bit budget for each 

spatial resolution can be derived. The idea is the same used in Section 4.1 in the 

case of SPIHT: the threshold loop at step 4 of the algorithm in Figure 4.10 can be 

separated in two loops to introduce spatial resolution scalability on two resolutions 

of interest rx and r2 . The final algorithm structure including mechanisms to control 
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the bit budget allocated to each spatial resolution is described in Figure 4.11. It can 

be extended to a higher number of spatial resolutions in a straightforward manner. 

4.3 Limitations of the proposed conversions 

The different algorithm structures proposed for SPIHT and SPECK both require to 

be specified a set of spatial resolutions of interest and the corresponding bit budgets. 

In practice, however, the actual bitstream could be allocated a bit budget larger 

than the requested length for each resolution r, smaller than the highest possible 

resolution. This is one tradeoff for simplicity in the algorithm. Because SPIHT and 

SPECK are bitplane coders, every threshold (or bitplane) that is being processed for 

a given resolution has to be fully completed before the next higher resolutions can 

be processed at that same threshold. So, in the proposed algorithm structures, the 

processing of a bitplane is not halted for any resolution other than the highest possible 

resolution, even if the requested bit budget is reached. The immediate consequence 

is that for a set of two resolutions of interest r\ and r2, the portion of the bitstream 

allocated to r\ will be a bit larger than requested. In theory, this could have an 

impact on the quality of the next resolution r2 since part of the additional bit budget 

allocated to r2 is consumed by the extra data. However, it should be observed that 

in a typical wavelet decomposition pyramid, subband coefficients at finer levels of 

decomposition are usually smaller in values than those belonging to the higher levels. 

Hence, more often than not, the details subbands needed for the bigger resolution r2 

will have to be processed at all the bitplanes at which the details subbands at higher 

levels had been processed, and the extra data produced from processing these higher 

level subbands will actually be used during the processing of the subbands at finer 

levels of decomposition. 
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Given : 
• A set of subbands from a wavelet decomposition 
• A bit budget for the resolution r\ 
• A bit budget for the resolution r2 

1. Define two resolution-dependent lists : 
a) LISr (for each possible resolution r) 
b) LSP r (for each possible resolution r) 

2. Initialize LIS lists. 
3. Compute maxThreshold. Set maxBudget = bitBudgetr2 
4. for each Threshold = maxThreshold:-1:0 

• for each resolution r, 1 < r <r\, 
— for each set S in LISr, Process the set S 

• for each resolution r, 1 < r < r\, 
— if there's any significant coefficient among the unprocessed subbands at 

resolution r, Partition the subband into sets and add them to LISr. 
• for each resolution r, 1 < r <r\, Process LSPr list 
• if bitBudgetri is reached or even exceeded, 

— set minThresholdri = Threshold and exit the loop. 
(Stop any running process if maxBudget is reached) 

5. for each Threshold = maxThreshold : — 1 : minThresholdr\ 
• for each resolution r, r\ < r < r%, 

— for each set S in LISr, Process the set S 
• for each resolution r, r\ < r < r2, 

— if there's any significant coefficient among the unprocessed subbands at 
resolution r, Partition the subband into sets and add them to LISr. 

• for each resolution r, r\ < r < r2, Process LSPr list 
(Stop any running process if maxBudget is reached) 

6. if bitBudgetr2 is not yet reached, 
• for each Threshold = minThresholdr\ — 1 : — 1 : 0 

— for each resolution r, 1 < r < r2, 
* for each set S in LISr, Process the set S 

— for each resolution r, 1 < r < r2, 
* if there's any significant coefficient among the unprocessed sub-

bands at resolution r, Partition the subband into sets and add 
them to LISr. 

— for each resolution r, 1 < r < r2, Process LSP r list 
(Stop any running process once bitBudgetr2 is reached) 

Figure 4.11: Proposed SPECK coding algorithm structure with support for spatial reso
lution scalability on two resolutions of interest. 



Chapter 5 

A wavelet-based image coder using 

combined rational wavelet decomposition 

and its performance evaluation at 

different spatial resolutions 

In Chapter 3, we have introduced the notion of combined rational wavelet decom

position: a two-dimensional wavelet decomposition made from combining rational 

wavelet transforms of different dilation factors. We have demonstrated that the set 

of native spatial resolutions produced by the combined wavelet decomposition can 

include spatial resolutions obtained from dyadic and non-dyadic ratios, if the dilation 

factors {(qi/pi)} of the rational wavelet transforms involved in the decomposition 

are chosen such that Yl^i/pi) = 2. In Chapter 4, we have described how SPIHT 

and SPECK, two popular subband coders used in wavelet-based image compression, 

can be converted into subband coders producing bitstreams with spatial resolution 

scalability. The present chapter introduces a wavelet-based image compression sys

tem using the combined rational wavelet decomposition introduced in Chapter 3 and 

the resolution-scalable subband coders derived in Chapter 4. We are interested in 

56 
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Number of (combined) 

decomposition levels 

0 

1 

2 

Dyadic wavelet 

decomposition 

704 x 576 

352 x 288 

176 x 144 

Combined wavelet 

decomposition 

704 x 576 

528 x 432 

352 x 288 

264 x 216 

176 x 244 

Table 5.1: Native spatial resolutions produced by each level of decomposition of an original 
image of size 704 x 576, when using a combined rational wavelet decomposition with dilation 
factors {(qi/pi)} = {4/3,3/2} against a regular dyadic wavelet decomposition. 

evaluating the visual quality of the images at different spatial resolutions obtained 

from the image coder against the output images from a similar wavelet-based image 

compression system built with a dyadic wavelet decomposition. A prime interest is 

the evaluation of the compression performance (from a visual quality perspective) 

at intermediate spatial resolutions obtained from non-dyadic factors. We qualify as 

intermediate resolutions the native spatial resolutions produced by successive levels 

of two-dimensional wavelet decomposition, not including the resolution of the original 

image. For the construction of the wavelet-based image coder, we consider the use of a 

combined rational wavelet decomposition with dilation factors {(qi/pi)} = {4/3, 3/2}. 

As shown in Table 5.1 for an original image at 4CIF resolution, this produces one ad

ditional native spatial resolution than a dyadic wavelet decomposition for each level 

of (combined) decomposition. In the example of Table 5.1, the combined rational 

wavelet decomposition produces intermediate spatial resolutions of 528 x 432 and 

264 x 216 that are not available with a dyadic wavelet decomposition. To produce an 

image of size 528 x 432 from a typical wavelet-based image coding system that uses a 

dyadic wavelet decomposition, one could either choose to interpolate the lower dyadic 
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spatial resolution of 352 x 288, or to decimate the higher dyadic spatial resolution of 

704 x 576. Similarly, a spatial resolution of 264 x 216 would be obtained by either 

interpolating the lower dyadic resolution of 176 x 144 or decimating the next higher 

dyadic resolution of 352 x 288. 

The main objective of the present chapter is to evaluate the compression perfor

mance of a wavelet-based image coder in which a combined rational wavelet decom

position is used in place of a dyadic wavelet decomposition. Because we are mainly 

interested in the capacity of the image coder to produce additional native spatial 

resolutions, the performance evaluation is primarily targeted at images produced at 

intermediate spatial resolutions of non-dyadic nature. The visual quality of these 

images of non-dyadic resolution is evaluated against images of the same size obtained 

from a dyadic wavelet-based image coding system using one of the two following 

scenarios: 

a) Interpolate the lower dyadic spatial resolution 

b) Decimate the higher dyadic spatial resolution 

To encode the subbands from the wavelet decomposition, we use the resolution-

scalable versions of SPIHT and SPECK described in Chapter 4, with an algorithm 

structure that allows the assignment of a specific bitrate to each resolution. For 

SPIHT in particular, the parent-child tree construction scheme defined in Chapter 3 

is implemented for a combined rational wavelet decomposition of two dilation factors. 

The use of SPECK does not require any particular adaptation. In order to differ

entiate the resolution-scalable versions of the subband coders from their respective 

original versions only capable of SNR scalability, we'll denote them as RS-SPIHT and 

RS-SPECK. 
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Figure 5.1: General structure of the wavelet-based image compression system. 

5.1 General structure of the wavelet-based image 

coding system 

Figure 5.1 illustrates the general structure of the typical wavelet-based image coding 

system that will be built in the current chapter. At the encoding stage, a two-

dimensional wavelet decomposition is performed on the original image. The resulting 

subbands are inputs to a wavelet subband coder which produces a bitstream with 

spatial resolution scalability. In order to decode the image up to a given spatial reso

lution, a bitstream truncation stage is first used to truncate the encoded bitstream so 

that the resulting bitstream only comprises the data relevant to the spatial resolution 

of interest. The decoding stage consists of an inverse subband coding operation to 

produce a set of wavelet subbands from the input bitstream and a two-dimensional 

wavelet reconstruction to build an output image at the selected spatial resolution. 

The framework illustrated in Figure 5.1 does not specify any particular kind of 
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Subbands 

List of spatial Bit budgets for each 
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(encoding stage) 
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r2 
r
3 
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Figure 5.2: An expanded view of the subband coding phase with RS-SPIHT or RS-
SPECK. 

wavelet decomposition. In fact, the wavelet decomposition and reconstruction phases 

can be performed by using either dyadic wavelet decomposition, combined rational 

wavelet decomposition or a combination of both. Similarly, there's no restriction 

on the wavelet subband coders, with the only requirement being the capability to 

produce a bitstream with spatial resolution scalability. As such, this structure can 

be used to build a wavelet-based image compression system with dyadic or combined 

wavelet decomposition, and using RS-SPIHT or RS-SPECK to encode the subbands 

from the decomposition. In addition to the wavelet subbands, both subband coders 

require two complementary inputs at the encoding stage: 

• The list of spatial resolutions of interest: this determines what spatial resolu

tions are available in the output bitstream. 

• The bit budget for each spatial resolution of interest: this determines the length 

of each portion of the bitstream. 

Figure 5.2 illustrates the output bitstream produced by the subband coders when 

three resolutions of interest {ri,r2,r3} are specified along with their respective bit 

budgets {bbi, 6cb2, 663}1. At the bitstream truncation stage, the point of truncation 

xAs discussed in Chapter 4, the actual bit lengths allocated to resolutions r\ and r^ in the 
bitstream could be larger than bb\ and rj/j2. 
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p is selected according to the target spatial resolution of the output image at the 

decoding stage: 

• if the target resolution of the output image is ri , select p such that 0 < p < bb\ 

• if the target resolution of the output image is r2, select p such that bbx < p < bb2 

• if the target resolution of the output image is r3, select p such that bb2 < p < bb^ 

Since both RS-SPECK and RS-SPIHT support SNR scalability within each spatial 

resolution, the quality of the output image at any given resolution increases as the 

truncation point approaches the higher end of the interval. 

5.2 Presentation of the wavelet filters for the ra

tional wavelet transforms 

At the center of the wavelet-based image coding system is the two-dimensional wavelet 

decomposition/reconstruction. For a combined rational wavelet decomposition this 

translates into a succession of two-dimensional wavelet transforms with one set of 

wavelet filters designed to perform a (3, 4) rational wavelet transform and a second 

set of wavelet filters designed to realize a (2, 3) rational wavelet transform. Contrary 

to their dyadic counterparts, wavelet filters for rational wavelet transforms (which 

will be qualified as rational wavelet filters, in opposition to dyadic wavelet filters) do 

not enjoy the same type of popularity and only a few contributions are available in 

the current literature on the construction of such filters, as discussed in Chapter 2. 

In their most recent filter design algorithms, Bayram and Selesnick [15, 16] have 

been able to construct near-perfect reconstruction rational wavelet filters with a high 

number of vanishing moments, a feature that Blu [30] was not able to achieve in his 

often cited design algorithm. The impact of the number of vanishing moments on 
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the compression performance in wavelet-based image coding has been investigated 

by Rioul [28] and by Villasenor et al. [29]. For the (3,4) and (2,3) rational wavelet 

transforms, we select to use two sets of orthogonal rational wavelet filters of four 

vanishing moments designed by Bayram and Selesnick [16]. For comparison, the 

popular CDF9/7 dyadic wavelet filter [48] used in many dyadic wavelet-based image 

coding systems and included in the JPEG2000 still image coding standard also has 

four vanishing moments. Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 describe the sets of analysis filters 

used respectively for the (2, 3) and (3, 4) rational wavelet transform. The wavelet 

filters for the synthesis stage can be obtained by time reversing the analysis filters. 

5.3 Experimental setup for the performance eval

uation 

To analyze the potential gain of using a combined rational wavelet decomposition, the 

compression performance of a wavelet-based image coder built with a combined ratio

nal wavelet decomposition (a rational wavelet-based image coder) will be evaluated 

against a similarly built wavelet-based image coder which only uses a dyadic wavelet 

decomposition (a dyadic wavelet-based image coder). We use the wavelet filters in

troduced in Section 5.2 for the rational wavelet transforms involved in the combined 

wavelet decomposition. The dyadic wavelet transforms in the dyadic wavelet-based 

image coder are performed with the popular CDF9/7 wavelet filters. The CDF9/7 

wavelet filters are largely considered to be the state-of-the-art wavelet filters for still 

image compression and are commonly used as a benchmark for performance eval

uation in wavelet-based image coding. A characterization of these filters has been 

performed by Unser and Blu [49]. Following the framework described in Section 5.1, 
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h(n) 

Lowpass filter h(n) 

(25 taps) 
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Highpass filter g(n) 

(24 taps) 
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Figure 5.3: Analysis wavelet filters for the (2,3) rational wavelet transform. 
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h(n) 
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Figure 5.4: Analysis wavelet filters for the (3,4) rational wavelet transform. 
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we build two wavelet-based image compression systems: 

• image coder A: a wavelet-based image coder that uses a combined rational 

wavelet decomposition with {(qi/Pi)} = {4/3,3/2} at the encoding stage, po

tentially with additional levels of dyadic wavelet decomposition performed after 

the combined decomposition, as introduced in Chapter 3. 

• image coder B: a wavelet-based image coder that only uses a typical dyadic 

wavelet decomposition at the encoding stage. 

To handle the image boundaries during the wavelet transform computation, periodic 

extension is used for the rational wavelet transforms performed with the filters intro

duced in Section 5.2. For the dyadic wavelet transforms computed with the CDF9/7 

wavelet filters, symmetric extension is performed at the image boundaries by using a 

lifting implementation [27]. The use of symmetric extension as the boundary handling 

method is a common practice with the CDF9/7 filters and is typically preferred to 

periodic extension because it results in less distortion around the borders of the im

age [50]. The CDF9/7 filters (and symmetric extension) are also used for any dyadic 

wavelet decomposition performed in conjunction to the combined rational wavelet 

decomposition of the image coder A. Finally, to encode the wavelet subbands, we 

alternatively use RS-SPIHT or RS-SPECK in our experiments. The alternate use 

of the two subband coders is guided by an interest in analyzing how well different 

types of correlations between subband coefficients are exploited. RS-SPIHT exploits 

a cross-scale subband correlation among the coefficients, while RS-SPECK exploits 

the frequency clustering of coefficients within each separate subband. An arithmetic 

coding stage is added to each subband coder according to the respective original spec

ification of SPIHT [20] and SPECK [21] and using the context-adaptive arithmetic 

model by Witten et al. [51]. Implementation of the wavelet transform operations and 

the subband coding algorithms was realized with MATLAB (from MathWorks, Inc.). 
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The performance of the two types of wavelet-based image coders is evaluated at 

various native spatial resolutions, and especially at those additional spatial resolutions 

obtained by non-dyadic factors (i.e., part of the set of native resolutions produced 

by the image coder A but not included in the set of native resolutions produced by 

the image coder B). We use three test images illustrated in Figure 5.5 : the popular 

Boat image of size 512 x 512 from the USC-SIPI image database2, an image of size 

768 x 512 from the Kodak image set3 (denoted Girl), and a half-size version of the 

Cafe image from the ISO400 JPEG test images set, of size 1024 x 12804. 

5.4 Evaluation of compression performance at full 

size resolution 

First, we want to evaluate the visual quality of the images reconstructed at the original 

image resolution. The evaluation at full size resolution serves two objectives: 

a) validate the combined rational wavelet decomposition introduced in Chapter 3 

along with the proposed parent-child tree construction schemes, 

b) assess the quality of the rational wavelet filters introduced in Section 5.2 for 

image compression. 

We run the experimentation as follows: given a number of decomposition levels n 

and a specific bitrate, three decoded images are generated from the following three 

scenarios (we use the wavelet-based image coders A and B described in Section 5.3): 

2The USC SIPI image database is available at http://sipi.usc.edu/database/ 
3The Kodak image set is available from the CIPR image database at 

http://www.cipr.rpi.edu/resource/stills/kodak.html 
4The original Cafe image has a size of 2048 x 2560. The test image is obtained by resizing the 

original using a lanczos3 kernel. 

http://sipi.usc.edu/database/
http://www.cipr.rpi.edu/resource/stills/kodak.html
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A\ : The image coder A is used with n\ = n levels of combined rational wavelet 

decomposition and no additional dyadic wavelet decomposition specified at the 

encoding stage. 

A2 : The image coder A is used with n\ = 2 levels of combined rational wavelet de

composition and an additional n2 = n — 2 levels of dyadic wavelet decomposition 

specified at the encoding stage. 

B : The image coder B is used with n levels of dyadic wavelet decomposition spec

ified at the encoding stage. 

For this experiment, the original SPIHT and SPECK coding algorithms (including 

the arithmetic coding stage) are used to encode the subbands from the wavelet decom

position (this corresponds to using RS-SPIHT or RS-SPECK and specify the original 

image resolution as the single spatial resolution of interest). The quality of the im

ages obtained after the decoding stages is expressed by using the Structural Similarity 

Index Metric (SSIM) by Wang et al. [52], an image quality assessment technique pro

posed as an alternative to the traditional Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), and 

which has been very well received by the research community. The SSIM measure is 

one of several new quality metrics that have been reported to provide more accurate 

objective measures than mean squared error calculations. The reader interested in 

more discussion on alternative image quality metrics can find a potential interest in 

the article by Wang and Bovik [53]. Throughout our experiments, the SSIM measure 

has consistently given us objective quality scores closer to our subjective visual eval

uation than the results from the traditionally-used PSNR. The Structural Similarity 

Index Metric gives objective quality scores on a scale of 0 to 1. In the experiments 

described in this section, the original image serves as reference image for the objective 

quality measurements. 
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bitrate (in bpp) 

Boat, SPIHT 

Boat, SPECK 

A2 

B 

Ai 
A2 

B 

0.3 

0.788 

0.795 

0.803 
0.792 

0.798 

0.804 

0.4 

0.82 

0.827 

0.836 
0.828 
0.835 
0.844 

0.5 

0.849 

0.855 

0.862 
0.856 

0.861 

0.867 

0.6 

0.865 

0.87 

0.878 
0.87 

0.874 

0.878 

0.7 

0.879 

0.883 

0.89 
0.882 

0.886 

0.891 

0.8 

0.891 
0.894 
0.899 

0.895 

0.898 

0.901 

0.9 

0.9 

0.903 

0.905 
0.905 
0.907 
0.91 

1 

0.908 
0.911 
0.912 

0.914 

0.916 

0.921 

bitrate (in bpp) 

Girl, SPIHT 

Girl, SPECK 

Ai 
Ai 
B 

Ax 
Ai 
B 

0.3 

0.86 

0.871 

0.872 
0.869 

0.878 

0.879 

0.4 

0.892 

0.897 

0.898 

0.896 
0.898 
0.899 

0.5 

0.908 
0.911 
0.914 

0.909 
0.911 
0.913 

0.6 

0.922 

0.923 

0.926 

0.926 
0.925 
0.928 

0.7 

0.934 

0.935 

0.936 
0.937 
0.937 
0.937 

0.8 

0.945 
0.943 
0.947 

0.946 
0.944 
0.948 

0.9 

0.951 
0.948 
0.953 

0.952 

0.948 

0.953 

1 

0.956 

0.953 

0.958 
0.957 

0.953 

0.958 

bitrate (in bpp) 

Cafe, SPIHT 

Cafe, SPECK 

A! 
A2 

B 

A! 
A2 

B 

0.3 

0.689 

0.698 

0.709 
0.698 

0.708 

0.716 

0.4 

0.736 

0.75 

0.763 
0.741 
0.752 
0.763 

0.5 

0.777 

0.786 

0.797 
0.781 
0.79 
0.8 

0.6 

0.806 

0.814 

0.829 
0.814 

0.818 

0.83 

0.7 

0.831 
0.836 
0.85 

0.837 
0.842 
0.853 

0.8 

0.854 
0.858 
0.874 

0.857 

0.861 

0.876 

0.9 

0.871 
0.874 
0.891 
0.874 

0.875 

0.891 

1 

0.887 
0.89 

0.906 

0.889 
0.892 
0.905 

Table 5.2: SSIM scores of the images decoded at full size resolution. The original image 
serves as reference image. 

5.4.1 Experimental results 

Table 5.2 and Figure 5.6 show the results from the objective quality evaluation of the 

three test images encoded at bitrates varying from 0.3 to 1 bit per pixel (bpp). The 

equivalent bit budget is equal to the product of the bitrate by the number of pixels 

in the original image. The total number of decomposition levels is specified to n = 4 

for the images Boat and Girl and to n = 5 for the image Cafe. 

The output image from the dyadic wavelet-based image coder consistently ob

tains the highest SSIM score from the objective measurement, with both SPIHT and 

SPECK. This behavior is confirmed by visual inspection. At low bitrates, the decoded 

images from the rational wavelet-based image coder exhibit strong ringing artifacts, 

visible at bitrates ranging from 0.3 to 0.5 bpp for the image Boat and across the full 

range of bitrates for the image Cafe which has more details. For all three test images, 
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of objective quality scores between the images decoded at full 
size resolution. 
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the ringing distortion at low bitrates is less significant in the output images from the 

dyadic wavelet-based image coder. The two configurations A\ and A2 used with the 

rational wavelet-based image coder A produce images of different visual quality. In 

fact, a notable characteristic observed when a dyadic wavelet transform is used for 

the highest levels of decomposition is the attenuation of the amount of ringing arti

facts in the decoded image. Also, the decoded images obtained when the combined 

wavelet decomposition is used for all levels of decomposition show strong artifacts 

around the borders of the images. This distortion is also attenuated when dyadic 

wavelet decomposition and combined decomposition are used together. The differ

ence of visual quality between the output images from both configurations becomes 

less significant as the bitrate increases, and eventually, the two output images become 

very similar. Finally, it can be observed from the SSIM scores that the use of SPIHT 

or SPECK to encode the subbands does not produce any significant difference in the 

results between the images from all three scenarios. 

Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 illustrate a portion of the output images from Cafe, 

encoded at bitrates of 0.5 bpp and 1 bpp, respectively. Significant ringing can be 

observed in the two images obtained using the rational wavelet-based image coder. 

Figure 5.9 shows a portion of the output images from Boat, encoded at the bitrate of 

0.3 bpp. The attenuating effect of using dyadic wavelet decomposition in conjunction 

with combined rational wavelet decomposition is noticeable, as far as the amount of 

ringing is concerned. 
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Figure 5.7: A part of the decoded image from Cafe, compressed at 0.5 bpp with SPIHT. 
From top to bottom: output image from the rational wavelet-based image coder with only 
combined decomposition, output image from the rational wavelet-based image coder with 
dyadic and combined decompositions, output image from the dyadic wavelet-based image 
coder. 
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Figure 5.8: A part of the decoded image from Cafe, compressed at 1.0 bpp with SPIHT. 
From top to bottom: output image from the rational wavelet-based image coder with only 
combined decomposition, output image from the rational wavelet-based image coder with 
dyadic and combined decompositions, output image from the dyadic wavelet-based image 
coder. 
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Figure So®: A part of the decoded image from Boat, compressed at 0.3 bpp with SPIHT. 
From top to bottom: output image from the rational wavelet-based image coder with only 
combined decomposition, output image from the rational wavelet-based image coder with 
dyadic and combined decompositions, output image from the dyadic wavelet-based image 
coder. 
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5.4.2 Analysis 

The appearance of ringing artifacts at low bitrates is characteristic of wavelet-based 

image compression systems. However, it is believed to be more significant when 

wavelet filters with a relatively long highpass synthesis filter are used [50]. The 

length of the rational wavelet filters is, in theory, a likely cause of the noticeable 

ringing artifacts observed when a combined rational wavelet decomposition is per

formed at the encoding stage of the compression. The use of two-dimensional dyadic 

wavelet transform with the CDF9/7 filters instead of the combined rational wavelet 

transforms for the highest levels of decomposition contributes to attenuate the dis

tortion at low bitrates. This can be explained by the fact that at low bitrates, the 

wavelet subbands that are mostly processed by the subband coder are those at the 

highest levels of decomposition. As the bitrate increases and the subbands at finer 

decomposition levels become more involved, the effect of using the dyadic wavelet 

decomposition in place of combined wavelet decomposition for the highest levels be

comes less significant. Finally, the use of periodic extension at the image boundaries 

during the rational wavelet transform computation explains the perceptible distortion 

around the image borders when a combined rational wavelet decomposition is used. 

This distortion is attenuated when a dyadic wavelet decomposition is performed in 

addition to the combined decomposition, because a better boundary handling method 

with symmetric extension is implemented for the CDF9/7 dyadic wavelet filters. 

One of the objectives of the quality evaluation at full size resolution was to assess 

the quality of the rational wavelet filters used in the combined rational wavelet decom

position and identify some of their limitations in the context of wavelet-based image 

compression. From that perspective, the interesting result from the experimentations 

at full size resolution is the gain that can be achieved by using a dyadic wavelet 
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decomposition with the CDF9/7 filters in conjunction with the combined wavelet de

composition. In fact, the results suggest that to mitigate some of the shortcomings of 

the rational wavelet filters and attenuate the amount of artifacts visible at low com

pression bitrates, the combined rational decomposition should only be used where 

there's a need for the additional intermediate spatial resolutions. For example, if 

the additional resolutions needed are the native resolutions corresponding to 3/4 the 

original size and 3/8 the original size, then it is preferable to use two levels of com

bined rational decomposition and an additional three levels of dyadic decomposition, 

than to use five levels of combined rational wavelet decomposition in the encoding 

process. How well this translates on the quality of the images at intermediate spatial 

resolutions is investigated in the next section. 

Finally, within the context of the current research, the decrease in compression 

performance at full size resolution between the rational wavelet-based image coder 

and a similarly built dyadic wavelet-based image coder was deemed tolerable. It is 

judged an acceptable tradeoff for the inclusion of additional native spatial resolutions. 

5.5 Evaluation of compression performance at in

termediate spatial resolutions 

5.5.1 A description of the experimental procedure to gener

ate images at non-dyadic spatial resolutions 

In this section, we want to evaluate the quality of a decoded image at an intermediate 

spatial resolution of non-dyadic nature produced by the rational wavelet-based image 

coder against an image of the same size obtained from the dyadic wavelet-based image 

coder by resizing an image decoded at the lower or higher dyadic spatial resolution. 
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Both image coders require three input arguments: the original image, the list of 

spatial resolutions of interest for the subband coder and the list of corresponding 

bit budgets for each spatial resolution. In the following paragraphs, we present an 

experimental procedure for the evaluation. The procedure describes how to generate 

the output images at the spatial resolutions of interest from each wavelet-based image 

coder, by specifying how the input arguments should be assigned and how the outputs 

of the encoding and decoding stages should be generated. 

We denote by R_A the set of native spatial resolutions produced by the rational 

wavelet-based image coder A and by R& the set of native spatial resolutions produced 

by the dyadic wavelet-based image coder B. We denote by rfuu the spatial resolution 

corresponding to the size of the original image and by r, any spatial resolution such 

that r € RA and r ^ R&. Finally, for a given spatial resolution r, we denote by 

r~ and r + the two members of R& corresponding respectively to the first dyadic 

resolution lower than r and the first dyadic resolution higher than r. To produce an 

output image of spatial resolution r using the dyadic wavelet-based image coder, two 

alternatives can be considered: 

1. Interpolate a decoded image of spatial resolution r~ to resolution r. 

2. Decimate a decoded image of spatial resolution r+ to resolution r. 

Consider an example where we use the image coder A to encode an original im

age X, specifying two resolutions of interest {r,rfuu} (r G R^ and r ^ R&) and the 

attached bit budgets {bitBudgetr, bitBudgetfuu}. For the evaluation of visual qual

ity between the decoded image from the rational wavelet-based image coder and an 

image of the same size obtained from the dyadic wavelet-based image coder B, the 

experimental procedure should clearly define how the output image from image coder 

B should be generated. We propose to use two configurations: 
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B\ : At the encoding stage of image coder B, two resolutions of interest {r~,rfuu} 

are specified with the attached bit budgets {bitBudgetr,bitBudgetfuu}. The 

decoded image is an image at resolution r - , which is then interpolated to the 

non-dyadic resolution r. 

B2 : At the encoding stage of image coder B, two resolutions of interest {r+,rfuu} 

are specified with the attached bit budgets {bitBudgetr,bitBudgetfuu}. The 

decoded image is an image at resolution r+ , which is then decimated to the 

non-dyadic resolution r. 

Figure 5.10 describes the complete experimental procedure. The described proce

dure generates three set of output images {Ar,Aful1}, {B[,B(ul1} and {Br
2,B

f
2

ul1} 

corresponding respectively to: 

• the decoded image at spatial resolution r from the image coder A, plus the 

decoded image at full size resolution ry^ . 

• the output image at spatial resolution r obtained from the image coder B by 

interpolating an image decoded at the lower dyadic resolution r~, plus the 

decoded image at full size resolution r/u«. 

• the output image at spatial resolution r obtained from the image coder B by 

decimating an image decoded at the higher dyadic resolution r+ , plus the de

coded image at full size resolution r/wH. 

The procedure presented in Figure 5.10 comprises three pairs of encoding and decod

ing stages. First, the image coder A is used to produce the output images {Ar, A^ul1} 

which are obtained directly from the native set of resolutions proposed by the ra

tional wavelet-based image coder. Then, two pairs of encoding/decoding stages are 

performed with the dyadic wavelet-based image coder B, under the two configura

tions Bi and J52 described earlier, to produce the output images {B[,B{U } and 
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Given 

• X, the original image, 
• rfulh the spatial resolution of the original image, 
• r, the intermediate spatial resolution of interest, 
• bitBudgetfuu, the required length of the full bitstream produced by the encoder, 
• bitBudgetr the bit budget to assign to the spatial resolution r, 

1. Build the output images from image coder A by performing the following steps: 

a) Encode the original image with the image coder A, specifying 
{r-,rfull} for spatial resolutions of interest with attached bit budgets 
{bitBudgetr, bitBudgetfuu}. 

b) Truncate the original bitstream at length bitBudgetr and decode the truncated 
bitstream to produce the output image Ar at spatial resolution r. 

c) Decode the original bitstream to produce the output image A^ul1 at the full size 
resolution /•/„«. 

2. Build the first output images from image coder B by performing the following steps: 

a) Encode the original image with the image coder B, specifying 
{r~,rfun} for spatial resolutions of interest with attached bit budgets 
{bitBudgetr, bitBudgetfuu}. 

b) i. Truncate the original bitstream at length bitBudgetr and decode the trun
cated bitstream to produce an image of spatial resolution r~. 

ii. Interpolate the result to spatial resolution r to form the output image B[. 

c) Decode the original bitstream to produce the output image B[u at the full size 
resolution r/u;/. 

3. Build the second output images from image coder B by performing the following 
steps: 

a) Encode the original image with the image coder B, specifying 
{r+,rfuu} for spatial resolutions of interest with attached bit budgets 
{bitBudgetr, bitBudgetfuu}. 

b) i. Truncate the original bitstream at length bitBudgetr and decode the trun
cated bitstream to produce an image of spatial resolution r + . 

ii. Decimate the result to spatial resolution r to form the output image B\. 

c) Decode the original bitstream to produce the output image B{uU at the full size 
resolution rfuu. 

Figure 5.10: Proposed experimental procedure to generate the output images at a non-
dyadic spatial resolution r and at full size resolution, from the image coders A and B. 
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Figure 5.11: An illustration of the structure of the bitstreams from the three separate 
encoding stages of the experimental procedure. 

{B2,B*2
ul1}. The three encoding stages produce three output bitstreams with the 

same bit budget distribution, but a different set of spatial resolutions is available 

from each bitstream. Figure 5.11 illustrates the structure of the encoded bitstreams 

produced by each separate encoding stage. Before decoding the data up to a target 

spatial resolution r (respectively r~ or r + ) , the original bitstream is truncated after 

bitBudgetr bits and the resulting bitstream is decoded to build an image of spatial 

resolution r (resp. r~ or r + ) . The decoded images from the dyadic wavelet-based im

age coder B are resized from their initial resolution r~ or r+ to match the non-dyadic 

spatial resolution r. 

It can be observed that the described procedure takes advantage of the capability 

to control the structure of the bitstream and how many bits are assigned to each 

spatial resolution. Indeed, for a fair comparison between the output images from both 

wavelet-based image coders, it is important that the same bit budget is allocated to 

encode the spatial resolution r with image coder A and the spatial resolution r~ or 

r + with image coder B. This bitstream distribution can hardly be obtained without 

a subband coder capable of spatial resolution scalability. For example, if the original 

versions of SPIHT and SPECK are used in the wavelet-based image coding structure 

instead of RS-SPIHT and RS-SPECK, then the output image generation for each 

image coder would consist of : 
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1. Specify a bit budget for the full size resolution and encode the subbands from 

the wavelet decomposition. 

2. Input the resulting bitstream to the decoding stage and generate a set of sub-

bands for wavelet reconstruction. 

3. Decide how many wavelet reconstruction levels to perform according to the 

spatial resolution of interest (r for the image coder A, r~ or r + the image coder 

B) and reconstruct the image up to that resolution. 

4. For the image coder B, resize the output images to the spatial resolution r. 

The major disadvantage of this approach is that the subband coder controls how many 

bits are assigned to encode the data relevant to the spatial resolution r (resp. r~ or 

r + ) . As a consequence, given a fixed bit budget for the full size spatial resolution, 

the number of bits used to encode the data up to spatial resolution r in the image 

coder A might be much bigger than the number of bits used to encode the data up 

to spatial resolution r~ in the image coder B. 

In various contributions on non-dyadic spatial resolution scalability available in 

the literature [11,25], the experimental procedure uses a subband coder with spatial 

resolution scalability but does not specify a bit budget for each spatial resolution. 

Instead, only the length of the full bit budget is specified to the subband coder, which 

leads to the same imbalance in bit budget allocation between output bitstreams from 

different image coders. Furthermore, the results reported by Pau et al. [25] and by 

Xiong et al. [11] only consider the option of interpolating the lower dyadic resolution 

to generate a resolution of non-dyadic nature from a dyadic wavelet-based image 

coder. In the experimental procedure described in this section, we have emphasized on 

having the same bit budget distribution for the image coders A and B, and considered 

two possible alternatives with the dyadic wavelet-based image coder. Although the 

procedure described is presented for a bitstream with only one non-dyadic spatial 
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Boat 

Girl 

Cafe 

Tfull 

512 x 512 

768 x 512 

1024 x 1280 

n 
192 x 192 

288 X 192 

384 x 480 

rl 

128 x 128 

192 x 128 

256 x 320 

rt 
256 x 256 

384 x 256 

512 x 640 

T2 

384 x 384 

576 x 384 

768 x 960 

r2 

256 x 256 

384 x 256 

512 x 640 

r2 

512 x 512 

768 x 512 

1024 x 1280 

Table 5.3: Description of the spatial resolutions of interest r\ and v?, for the three test 
images, along with the corresponding lower and higher dyadic spatial resolutions. 

resolution, it can easily be generalized to any number of spatial resolutions obtained 

from non-dyadic factors. 

5.5.2 Experimental results 

For the experimentation at intermediate spatial resolutions, we are interested in two 

native spatial resolutions produced by the combined rational wavelet decomposition 

with dilation factors {(qi/pi)} = {4/3,3/2} : 

a) the spatial resolution corresponding to 3/4 the original size of the image 

b) the spatial resolution corresponding to 3/8 the original size of the image 

To use the terminology introduced in the description of the experimental procedure, 

we denote as r\ and r2 the spatial resolutions corresponding respectively to 3/8 the 

original size of the image and 3/4 the original size of the image. The lower dyadic 

spatial resolutions rf and r^ are set to 1/4 the original size of the image and 1/2 the 

original size of the image, respectively. The higher dyadic spatial resolutions rj1" and 

r£ are set respectively to 1/2 the original size of the image and to the full size of the 

image. Table 5.3 lists the sizes corresponding to the spatial resolutions of interest for 

the three test images Boat, Girl and Cafe. The experimental procedure described 

earlier is extended to a set of resolutions of interest {rl5 r2, rfuu} and produces encoded 

bitstreams of the structure illustrated in Figure 5.12. Furthermore, the image coder 
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bitBudget, 
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rfull 
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« » 
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bitBudgeta 

Figure 5.12: An illustration of the structure of the bitstreams from the encoding stages 
of the experimental procedure, when two intermediate resolutions of interest are specified. 

A is used under the two configurations presented in Section 5.4 for the evaluation of 

the compression performance at full size resolution : 

A\ : The image coder A is used with n\ = n levels of combined rational decomposition 

and no additional dyadic wavelet decomposition specified at the encoding stage. 

A2 : The image coder A is used with ni = 2 levels of combined rational decomposition 

and an additional n^ = n — 2 levels of dyadic wavelet decomposition specified 

at the encoding stage. 

In total, the extended procedure generates four sets of output images: 

{A3/8, A3/4, A{ul1}, {A3/4, AT, 4ul1}, {Bl'\ B\'\ B{ul1} and {£?2
3/8, S2

3/4, B{U11}. The 

same total number of decomposition levels n is used with both image coders A and 

B. The bit budget assigned to each intermediate spatial resolution is set to be pro

portional to the length of the full bitstream. Precisely for this experimentation, we 

set the intermediate bit budgets as : 

bitBudget3/8 =(3/8) x bitBudgetfuu, 

bitBudget3/4 =(3/4) x bitBudgetfuu, 

where bitBudgetfuu is the length requested for the full bitstream. The ratios of 3/4 

and 3/8 used for the intermediate bit budgets are arbitrary numbers and could be set 

differently according to the image. During the course of the research, different set of 
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ratios have been experimented for the intermediate bit budgets; the ratios presented 

were selected because they have consistently given us satisfying results in terms of the 

balance of visual quality between images decoded at the three different spatial resolu

tions. The experimentation is run with the three test images at compression bitrates 

for the full size resolution ranging from 0.3 to 1.0 bits per pixel. For consistency, the 

results at all spatial resolutions are presented against that range of bitrates, with the 

understanding that 

bitrate = bitBudgetfuu /(number of pixels in the original image), 

and the corresponding intermediate bit budgets can be derived using the defined 

ratios. 

Evaluating the effects of using dyadic and combined wavelet decomposi

tions in the rational wavelet-based image coder 

In the performance evaluation at full size resolution presented in Section 5.4, the 

use of dyadic wavelet transform with the CDF9/7 filters in addition to the combined 

rational wavelet decomposition resulted in an improvement of image quality at low bi

trates. We are interested to see if the same positive effect is observed at intermediate 

spatial resolutions. To that end, we compare the visual quality of the output images 

produced by the rational wavelet-based image coder under the two configurations A1 

and Ai- Recall that for the configuration A\, all levels of subband decomposition 

are obtained from the combined rational wavelet decomposition, whereas the config

uration A2 uses only two levels of combined decomposition and performs additional 

levels of decomposition with a dyadic wavelet transform. The Structural Similarity 

Index Metric is used to express the objective quality scores of the output images. 

The reference image is set as the uncompressed approximation subband of the same 
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size obtained while performing two levels of combined wavelet decomposition on the 

original image. Indeed, during the combined wavelet decomposition process, an ap

proximation subband of spatial resolution corresponding to 3/4 the original size and 

3/8 the original size is successively produced. The quality of that approximation sub-

band represents, in theory, the highest image quality achievable at the given spatial 

resolution by any decoded image from the rational wavelet-based image coder. 

Table 5.4 lists the objective quality scores of the output images decoded at 3/4 

the original size under both configurations. A graphical representation of the SSIM 

scores is displayed in Figure 5.13. As observed at full size resolution, the output 

images from the rational-wavelet based image coder exhibit ringing artifacts at low 

bitrates. These artifacts are visible for the image Boat between bitrates of 0.3 and 

0.5 bpp. The decoded images from Cafe exhibit ringing artifacts across the full 

range of bitrates; in the case of the Girl image, the distortion is visible around the 

contour of the face, between bitrates of 0.3 and 0.6 bpp. The visual effects of using a 

dyadic wavelet transform for the highest levels of decomposition are similar to those 

observed at the full size resolution : attenuated ringing artifacts at low bitrates and 

less significant distortion around the borders of the image. The same positive effect is 

observed on the images decoded at 3/8 the original size. The objective quality scores 

obtained are indicated in Table 5.5 and illustrated in Figure 5.14. It confirms the 

benefit of using dyadic wavelet decomposition in conjunction with combined rational 

wavelet decomposition for the rational wavelet-based image coder. Finally, the use 

of RS-SPECK in place of RS-SPIHT to encode the subbands does not have any 

visible impact on the difference in quality between the output images from both 

configurations. 
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bitrate (in bpp) 

Boat, RS-SPIHT 

Boat, RS-SPECK 

Ax 
A2 

Ai 

A2 

0.3 

0.818 

0.831 
0.829 

0.838 

0.4 

0.852 

0.86 
0.857 

0.864 

0.5 

0.881 

0.886 
0.889 

0.896 

0.6 

0.904 

0.91 
0.911 
0.914 

0.7 

0.917 

0.921 
0.922 

0.924 

0.8 

0.928 

0.93 
0.931 
0.934 

0.9 

0.938 
0.94 
0.941 

0.944 

1 

0.945 
0.947 
0.949 

0.95 

bitrate (in bpp) 

Girt, RS-SPIHT 

Girt, RS-SPECK 

M 
A2 

Ai 

A2 

0.3 

0.864 

0.875 
0.869 

0.876 

0.4 

0.893 

0.902 
0.902 

0.908 

0.5 

0.915 
0.921 
0.918 

0.922 

0.6 

0.93 

0.933 
0.932 

0.933 

0.7 

0.94 

0.942 
0.944 

0.945 

0.8 

0.951 

0.951 
0.953 
0.952 

0.9 

0.957 

0.958 
0.96 
0.955 

1 

0.963 

0.963 
0.964 
0.963 

bitrate (in bpp) 

Cafe, RS-SPIHT 

Cafe, RS-SPECK 

Ax 
A2 

Ax 
A2 

0.3 

0.727 

0.738 
0.737 

0.749 

0.4 

0.774 
0.782 
0.784 

0.793 

0.5 

0.814 
0.82 

0.819 

0.826 

0.6 

0.844 

0.849 
0.854 

0.857 

0.7 

0.869 
0.873 

0.876 
0.878 

0.8 

0.887 

0.889 
0.893 

0.895 

0.9 

0.903 
0.905 

0.909 
0.91 

1 

0.917 
0.919 
0.923 

0.924 

Table 5.4: SSIM scores of the images from the rational wavelet-based image coder decoded 
at 3/4 the original size. The reference image is an uncompressed approximation subband 
from the combined wavelet decomposition. 

bitrate (in bpp) 

Boat, RS-SPIHT 

Boat, RS-SPECK 

Ax 
A2 

Ai 
A2 

0.3 

0.851 
0.864 
0.863 

0.867 

0.4 

0.89 

0.9 
0.903 

0.911 

0.5 

0.921 

0.929 
0.929 

0.937 

0.6 

0.941 

0.947 
0.947 

0.95 

0.7 

0.956 

0.958 
0.961 

0.964 

0.8 

0.967 

0.97 
0.972 

0.974 

0.9 

0.976 

0.978 
0.979 
0.979 

1 

0.982 

0.982 
0.984 

0.985 

bitrate (in bpp) 

Girt, RS-SPIHT 

Girl, RS-SPECK 

Ax 
A2 

Ax 
A2 

0.3 

0.899 
0.914 
0.912 
0.92 

0.4 

0.935 
0.942 
0.941 

0.946 

0.5 

0.952 

0.96 
0.959 
0.964 

0.6 

0.967 
0.973 
0.972 
0.974 

0.7 

0.976 
0.979 
0.979 

0.981 

0.8 

0.982 

0.985 
0.985 
0.987 

0.9 

0.987 
0.989 

0.989 
0.99 

1 

0.99 
0.991 
0.991 
0.992 

bitrate (in bpp) 

Cafe, RS-SPIHT 

Cafe, RS-SPECK 

Ax 
A2 

Ax 
A2 

0.3 

0.823 
0.832 

0.835 
0.844 

0.4 

0.869 
0.879 

0.883 
0.892 

0.5 

0.904 
0.912 

0.913 
0.922 

0.6 

0.928 
0.933 

0.936 
0.94 

0.7 

0.946 
0.949 
0.952 

0.955 

0.8 

0.96 

0.963 
0.964 

0.968 

0.9 

0.972 
0.973 
0.974 

0.975 

1 

0.978 

0.978 
0.981 
0.982 

Table 5.5: SSIM scores of the images from the rational wavelet-based image coder decoded 
at 3/8 the original size. The reference image is an uncompressed approximation subband 
from the combined wavelet decomposition. 
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of objective quality scores between images from the rational 
wavelet-based image coder decoded at 3/4 the original size. 
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of objective quality scores between images from the rational 
wavelet-based image coder decoded at 3/8 the original size. 
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Evaluating the quality of the output images from both image coders 

We now want to evaluate the visual quality of the images at intermediate spatial reso

lutions obtained from the rational wavelet-based image coder A against the quality of 

the images obtained from the dyadic wavelet-based image coder B by resizing images 

decoded at the lower or higher dyadic resolution. To that end, we compare the sets 

of images {A3/4, A3
2

/8, Af
2
ul1}, {5 3 / 8 , B^, B{U11} and {B3 /8 , 5 3 / 4 , B{U11} corresponding 

respectively to : 

• the output images obtained from the rational wavelet-based coder when a dyadic 

wavelet transform is used at the highest levels of decomposition, 

• the output images obtained from the dyadic wavelet-based image coder by in

terpolating images decoded at the lower dyadic spatial resolution, 

• the output images obtained from the dyadic wavelet-based image coder by dec

imating images decoded at the higher dyadic spatial resolution,. 

The quality of the output images at full size resolution is evaluated in order to deter

mine how the introduction of spatial resolution scalability affects the quality of the 

images decoded at the original size. 

As with the previous experiments, we use the Structural Similarity Index Metric 

to express the objective quality measures of all images. A brief discussion has to be 

made about the reference image used for the computation. For images at full size res

olution, the original image is used as the reference image, since it is in theory the best 

quality image that any decoding stage (from image coder A or B) can produce. At in

termediate spatial resolutions, however, it is not always possible to determine such an 

absolute best quality image. When we compared the output images at intermediate 

resolutions produced by different configurations of the rational wavelet-based image 

coder, we selected to use as the reference images the uncompressed approximation 
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subbands from the combined rational wavelet decomposition. At the given intermedi

ate resolutions, the uncompressed approximation subbands represent, in theory, the 

best quality achievable by any image obtained from the rational wavelet-based im

age coder. The same idea cannot be transposed to output images from two different 

image coders which use different wavelet decompositions and different techniques to 

generate the intermediate spatial resolutions. To compromise, we have decided to 

use a decimated version of the original image as reference for the objective quality 

measurements. Practically, the reference images are obtained by resizing the original 

image using a lanczos kernel with MATLAB. Another option was to use the uncom

pressed approximation subband from the combined rational wavelet decomposition. 

However, with this choice of reference image, the objective quality measure seemed 

to always give higher scores to the decoded images from the rational wavelet-based 

image coder, and lower scores to the images obtained from the dyadic wavelet-based 

image coder. This was not reflective of the subjective results from visual inspec

tion. The probable reason is because the objective quality measurement finds more 

correlation between the output images from the rational wavelet-based image coder 

and a reference image selected as the approximation subband from multiple levels of 

combined rational wavelet decomposition. The compromising solution of using a dec

imated version of the original image for reference in the SSIM scores computation has 

resulted more consistently in objective quality scores that were reflective enough of 

the visual observations, with few exceptions experienced for some images used during 

the course of this research. It was also noticed that at intermediate spatial resolutions, 

the Peak Signal-to-Noise-Ratio measure was less consistent in its accuracy to reflect 

the visual observations; this can potentially be attributed to the distorted nature of 

the reference image, to which the PSNR seems to be more sensitive than the SSIM. 
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bitrate (in bpp) 

Boat, RS-SPIHT 

Boat, RS-SPECK 

A2 

Bl 

B2 

A2 

Bi 

B2 

0.3 

0.841 

0.851 
0.847 

0.849 

0.853 

0.857 

0.4 

0.868 
0.875 
0.87 

0.872 

0.878 
0.873 

0.5 

0.894 

0.897 
0.896 

0.904 
0.902 
0.904 

0.6 

0.919 
0.913 
0.922 

0.923 
0.913 
0.925 

0.7 

0.928 

0.917 

0.93 
0.931 
0.92 

0.932 

0.8 

0.937 
0.925 

0.937 

0.941 
0.923 

0.936 

0.9 

0.947 
0.93 

0.944 

0.951 
0.93 

0.946 

1 

0.953 
0.932 
0.949 

0.956 
0.934 
0.955 

bitrate (in bpp) 

Girl, RS-SPIHT 

Gui, RS-SPECK 

A2 

S i 
B2 

A2 

Bi 
B2 

0.3 

0.881 
0.886 
0.878 

0.883 
0.89 
0.877 

0.4 

0.909 

0.911 
0.905 

0.915 
0.911 
0.913 

0.5 

0.924 
0.919 

0.922 

0.926 
0.921 
0.923 

0.6 

0.937 
0.93 

0.93 

0.938 
0.93 

0.929 

0.7 

0.945 
0.937 
0.941 

0.949 
0.934 
0.943 

0.8 

0.953 
0.937 
0.949 

0.954 
0.939 

0.953 

0.9 

0.959 
0.94 

0.956 

0.958 
0.939 

0.956 

1 

0.964 
0.941 

0.961 

0.964 
0.941 
0.961 

bitrate (in bpp) 

Cafe, RS-SPIHT 

Cafe, RS-SPECK 

A2 

Bi 
B2 

A2 

Bi 
B2 

0.3 

0.752 
0.757 
0.753 

0.764 

0.767 
0.764 

0.4 

0.795 
0.797 
0.799 
0.802 
0.803 
0.802 

0.5 

0.825 
0.822 
0.82 

0.832 
0.826 
0.821 

0.6 

0.856 
0.846 
0.849 

0.864 
0.842 

0.851 

0.7 

0.878 
0.86 

0.866 

0.883 
0.864 
0.884 

0.8 

0.891 
0.865 
0.892 

0.896 
0.864 
0.895 

0.9 

0.904 
0.872 

0.902 

0.908 
0.867 
0.903 

1 

0.918 
0.877 
0.91 

0.922 
0.879 

0.911 

Table 5.6: SSIM scores of the output images obtained at 3/4 the original size. The 
reference image is a decimated version of the original image. 

For the three test images used throughout the experiments, the objective quality 

scores have been reflective enough of the subjective visual evaluation, at least within 

an acceptable margin. The resizing operation for the output images of image coder 

B is performed with MATLAB using a bicubic kernel5 for both the interpolation 

and decimation operations. The objective quality scores obtained with the described 

evaluation model are listed in Table 5.6 and Table 5.7 for the spatial resolutions corre

sponding respectively to 3/4 the original size and 3/8 the original size. Table 5.8 lists 

the objective quality scores obtained from the images decoded at full size resolution. 

The scores are illustrated graphically in Figure 5.15, Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17. 
5Note that this is different from the lanczos kernel used for the reference image. In our experi

ments, the use of two different kernels resulted in better accuracy of the objective quality scores. 
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bitrate (in bpp) 
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Boat, RS-SPECK 

A2 

Bi 

B2 

A2 

S i 

s 2 

0.3 

0.863 
0.858 
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0.867 
0.862 
0.862 

0.4 

0.899 
0.877 
0.889 

0.912 
0.88 

0.904 

0.5 

0.926 
0.893 
0.918 

0.932 
0.896 

0.921 

0.6 

0.943 
0.899 

0.933 

0.947 
0.9 

0.936 

0.7 

0.954 
0.905 

0.945 

0.959 
0.906 

0.948 

0.8 

0.964 
0.907 
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0.967 
0.907 

0.958 

0.9 

0.971 
0.91 

0.961 

0.973 
0.91 

0.963 

1 

0.976 
0.91 

0.966 

0.978 
0.911 
0.968 

bitrate (in bpp) 

Girl, RS-SPIHT 

Girl, RS-SPECK 

A2 

Bi 

B2 

A2 

Bi 

B2 

0.3 

0.919 
0.918 

0.909 

0.923 
0.921 
0.916 

0.4 

0.942 
0.933 

0.928 

0.946 
0.934 

0.93 

0.5 

0.958 
0.94 

0.947 

0.962 
0.941 
0.952 

0.6 

0.968 
0.942 
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0.971 
0.943 

0.96 

0.7 

0.975 
0.945 

0.966 

0.977 
0.945 
0.967 

0.8 

0.98 
0.946 
0.97 

0.981 
0.946 
0.971 

0.9 

0.983 
0.947 

0.975 

0.984 
0.947 

0.977 

1 

0.986 
0.947 

0.979 

0.986 
0.947 
0.979 

bitrate (in bpp) 

Cafe, RS-SPIHT 

Cafe, RS-SPECK 

A2 

Bl 
B 2 

A2 

Bl 
B 2 

0.3 

0.833 
0.828 
0.821 

0.846 
0.836 
0.827 

0.4 

0.879 
0.85 

0.863 

0.894 
0.854 
0.88 

0.5 

0.909 
0.87 

0.897 

0.915 
0.872 

0.9 

0.6 

0.927 
0.876 
0.91 

0.934 
0.877 
0.913 

0.7 

0.943 
0.882 
0.925 

0.949 
0.883 
0.922 

0.8 

0.954 
0.886 

0.937 

0.957 
0.887 
0.943 

0.9 

0.962 
0.888 
0.942 

0.965 
0.889 
0.948 

1 

0.969 
0.891 
0.951 

0.972 
0.891 
0.952 

Table 5.7: SSIM scores of the output images obtained at 3/8 the original size. The 
reference image is a decimated version of the original image. 

bitrate (in bpp) 

Boat, RS-SPIHT 

Boat, RS-SPECK 

A2 

Bi 

B 2 

A2 

Bi 
B 2 

0.3 

0.795 
0.803 
0.803 

0.798 
0.804 
0.804 

0.4 

0.827 
0.838 
0.836 

0.837 
0.843 
0.844 

0.5 

0.855 
0.861 
0.862 

0.858 
0.864 
0.867 

0.6 

0.87 

0.874 

0.878 

0.874 
0.88 
0.878 

0.7 

0.883 
0.885 
0.89 

0.886 
0.885 
0.891 

0.8 

0.894 

0.891 

0.899 
0.891 
0.893 
0.901 

0.9 

0.903 

0.902 

0.905 
0.902 
0.904 
0.91 

1 

0.911 
0.905 
0.912 

0.916 
0.908 
0.921 

bitrate (in bpp) 

Girl, RS-SPIHT 

Girl, RS-SPECK 

A2 

Bl 

B 2 

A2 

Bi 

B 2 

0.3 

0.871 
0.879 
0.872 

0.878 
0.88 
0.879 

0.4 

0.897 
0.896 
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0.898 

0.897 

0.899 

0.5 

0.911 
0.91 

0.914 

0.911 
0.911 
0.913 

0.6 

0.923 
0.924 
0.926 

0.925 

0.924 

0.928 

0.7 

0.936 
0.931 
0.936 

0.937 
0.931 
0.937 

0.8 

0.943 
0.936 
0.947 
0.944 

0.935 

0.948 

0.9 

0.948 
0.941 
0.953 

0.949 

0.938 

0.953 

1 

0.953 
0.943 
0.958 

0.953 
0.942 
0.958 

bitrate (in bpp) 

Cafe, RS-SPIHT 

Cafe, RS-SPECK 

A2 

Bl 
B 2 

A2 

Bi 
B 2 

0.3 

0.696 
0.709 
0.709 

0.707 
0.716 
0.716 

0.4 

0.75 

0.756 

0.763 
0.752 
0.762 
0.763 

0.5 

0.779 
0.794 
0.797 

0.784 

0.789 

0.8 

0.6 

0.814 

0.824 

0.829 
0.809 

0.817 

0.83 

0.7 

0.835 

0.844 

0.85 
0.841 
0.844 
0.853 

0.8 

0.858 
0.853 
0.874 

0.861 
0.847 
0.876 

0.9 

0.874 

0.867 

0.891 
0.875 
0.855 
0.891 

1 

0.89 

0.876 

0.906 
0.892 

0.878 

0.905 

Table 5.8: SSIM scores of the output images obtained at full size resolution. The original 
image serves as reference image. 
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of objective quality scores between the output images obtained 
at 3/4 the original size. 
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of objective quality scores between the output images obtained 
at 3/8 the original size. 
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of objective quality scores between the output images obtained 
at full size resolution. 
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At 3/4 the original size, the output image obtained from the dyadic wavelet-based 

image coder by interpolating the lower dyadic spatial resolution has the better visual 

quality of all three output images at low bitrates. At these bitrates, the image ob

tained from interpolating the lower dyadic resolution looks smoother and is almost 

free of some of the ringing artifacts that are displayed in both the decoded image 

obtained from the rational wavelet-based image coder and the image obtained from 

decimating the higher dyadic resolution. However, as the bitrate increases, the latter 

two images have more sharpness than the image obtained from the lower dyadic reso

lution and it visually compensates for some of the artifacts. Eventually, as the bitrate 

gets closer to 1.0 bpp, the output image obtained by interpolating the lower dyadic 

resolution looks blurry while the other two images exhibit more details. For all three 

test images, and across all the bitrates with the exception of the lower ones, the visual 

difference between the image obtained by decimating the higher dyadic resolution and 

the image decoded from the native resolutions of the rational wavelet-based image 

coder remains relatively small. At lower bitrates, both images exhibit some ringing 

artifacts, which are more noticeable in the output from the rational wavelet-based 

image coder. As the bitrate increases, the most consistent visual difference between 

the two output images is the sharpness, which always seem to be better for the image 

obtained from the rational wavelet-based image coder. Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19 

illustrate examples of output images from Cafe obtained at 3/4 the original resolu

tion, for encoding bitrates of 0.5 bpp and 1.0 bpp, respectively. Images from Boat, 

also obtained at 3/4 the original resolution, are illustrated in Figure 5.20 for encoding 

bitrates of 0.3 bpp and 1.0 bpp. At the lower bitrate, significant ringing artifacts can 

be observed in both the output image from the rational-wavelet based image coder 
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Figure 5.18: A part of the output images from Cafe, encoded with RS-SPIHT at a bitrate 
of 0.5 bpp and decoded at 3/4 the original size. 
From top to bottom: output image from the rational wavelet-based image coder, output 
image from interpolating the lower dyadic resolution, output image from decimating the 
higher dyadic resolution. 
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Figure 5.19: A part of the output images from Cafe, encoded with RS-SPIHT at a bitrate 
of 1.0 bpp and decoded at 3/4 the original size. 
From top to bottom: output image from the rational wavelet-based image coder, output 
image from interpolating the lower dyadic resolution, output image from decimating the 
higher dyadic resolution. 
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Figure 5.20: A part of the output images from Boat, encoded with RS-SPIHT at bitrates 
of 0.3 bpp (left) and 1.0 bpp (right), and decoded at 3/4 the original size. 
From top to bottom: output image from the rational wavelet-based image coder, output 
image from interpolating the lower dyadic resolution, output image from decimating the 
higher dyadic resolution. 
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and the output image obtained from decimating the higher dyadic resolution, while 

very little ringing is visible in the output image obtained by interpolating the lower 

dyadic resolution. However, at the higher bitrate, the image obtained by interpolating 

the lower dyadic resolution looks blurry in comparison to the other two. 

For output images of 3/8 the original size, the image obtained from interpolating 

the lower dyadic resolution looks blurry, exhibits fewer details and is consistently 

of lesser visual quality across the full range of bitrates. The image obtained from 

the native resolutions of the rational wavelet-based image coder is the sharpest of 

all three output images and consistently shows more details. Ringing artifacts are 

less significant for the images obtained at 3/8 the original size, even at low bitrates. 

Figure 5.21 illustrates the output images from Girl, encoded at a bitrate of 1.0 bpp. 

A difference in the amount of details can be observed on the texture of the girl's 

clothing. 

The objective quality results and the visual evaluations performed on the output 

images decoded at full size resolution are in line with the results presented in Sec

tion 5.4, in the cases of the output image from the rational wavelet-based image coder 

and the image obtained from the dyadic wavelet-based image coder when the inter

mediate resolutions bit budgets are distributed among the higher dyadic resolutions. 

On the other hand, a noticeable decrease in quality at higher bitrates is visible on the 

image at full size resolution obtained when the intermediate resolution bit budgets 

are distributed among the lower dyadic resolutions. This is a good illustration of the 

impact of spatial resolution scalability on the full resolution image. Because the bit 

budgets are not well balanced between the intermediate resolutions and the full size 

resolution (in this configuration of the dyadic wavelet-based image coder, 3/4 of the 

full bit budget is allocated to the half-size resolution), this impacts the quality of the 
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Figure 5.21: Output images from Girl, encoded with RS-SPIHT at a bitrate of 1.0 bpp 
and decoded at 3/8 the original size. 
From top to bottom: output image from the rational wavelet-based image coder, output 
image from interpolating the lower dyadic resolution, output image from decimating the 
higher dyadic resolution. 
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image obtained at full size resolution. The impact is less significant for the other two 

output images because of a better balance in the bit budget distribution. 

Finally, in our experiments, the results at all spatial resolutions have looked very 

similar with both subband coders : the difference in visual quality between the output 

images encoded with RS-SPECK has consistently looked similar to the observations 

made when RS-SPIHT was used instead. At no point did it look like one type of 

correlation was better exploited in the case of the rational wavelet-based image coder 

over the dyadic wavelet-based image coder, or vice-versa. 

5.6 Discussion 

The appearance of strong ringing artifacts at low bitrates is the most notable char

acteristic observed in the images obtained from the rational wavelet-based image 

coder. These artifacts are an illustration of the limitations of the rational wavelet 

filters used in the combined wavelet decomposition. Although they are results from 

recent advances in rational wavelet filter design, the filters described in Section 5.2 

and used throughout the experiments were not specifically designed for image cod

ing applications and had not been tested in that context before. Various researchers 

have characterized how different properties of the wavelet filter can impact the overall 

compression performance [28,29]. The current research did not include designing a 

set of rational wavelet filters with specific properties targeted for image coding ap

plications. Instead, an effort was made on finding corrective measures that can be 

used to overcome the limitations of the set of rational wavelet filters. The conjunc

tion of dyadic wavelet transform and combined rational wavelet decomposition was 

developed as a corrective measure, with the idea of taking advantage of the much 

richer family of wavelet filters for dyadic decomposition to improve the compression 
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performance. The results observed from the experimentation were quite satisfactory 

from that perspective, as the use of dyadic wavelet transform for the higher levels of 

decomposition consistently resulted in better visual quality and attenuated distortion 

at all spatial resolutions. 

Another limitation of the rational wavelet-based image coder presented in this 

chapter is the method used to handle the image boundaries during the wavelet trans

form computation. The use of periodic extension at image boundaries, although 

being relatively simple, is known to produce visible artifacts around the borders of 

the image. To correct that, symmetric extension at image boundaries is typically 

performed. However, it is a more complex option for which techniques have been 

defined for different family of filters. For odd-length wavelet filters, which are very 

popular in dyadic wavelet-based image coding, the use of symmetric extension has 

been made very simple with the advent of the lifting scheme [26,27] and other elegant 

techniques proposed in the literature [54]. The CDF9/7 filters used for the dyadic 

wavelet transforms in our experiments belong to this family of filters, and we have 

used a symmetric extension for the dyadic wavelet transforms performed with these 

filters. On the other hand, the rational wavelet filters presented in Section 5.2 are 

even-length non-symmetric filters and in the current work, we have settled for the 

use of periodic extension for the rational wavelet transforms performed with these 

filters. A slight improvement on compression performance can be expected if an al

ternate boundary handling method is applied during the rational wavelet transform 

computation. 
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An investigation of image coding using an 

overcomplete combined rational wavelet 

decomposition 

In their most recent work on rational wavelet filter design, Bayram and Selesnick 

[17,32] have contemplated the idea of an overcomplete filter bank for rational wavelet 

transform. The filter bank is said to be overcomplete, in opposition to critically-

sampled, to indicate that the total number of samples in the output signal is larger 

than the number of samples in the input signal. An interesting advantage of overcom

plete filter banks is reduced complexity in the design of the rational wavelet filters, 

which ultimately results in less constraints and more flexibility in the design process. 

In the present chapter, we consider the potential use of an overcomplete filter bank 

for the rational wavelet transforms performed under the combined rational wavelet 

decomposition. Overcomplete wavelet transforms have been used in applications such 

as image and video denoising [55,56], but the idea of using an overcomplete transform 

for an image compression scheme certainly sounds paradoxical, since the purpose of 

image compression is to reduce the volume of data. However, recent work on image 

coding with the dual-tree wavelet transform [57, 58], an overcomplete transform in 

104 
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nature [59], has resulted in compression performances competitive with the state-of-

the-art wavelet-based image coders. Positive results from the use of the dual-tree 

wavelet transform in video coding applications have also been reported [60,61]. Con

sidering the potential avenue of overcomplete filter banks for rational wavelet filter 

design, the present chapter describes an attempt to extend our current work with 

rational wavelet decompositions to overcomplete representations. We present a set of 

highly redundant overcomplete filter banks proposed by Bayram and Selesnick [17] 

for rational wavelet transforms, and illustrate how the notion of combined rational 

wavelet decomposition can be extended to overcomplete combined rational wavelet de

composition. Accordingly, we describe how the parent-child tree construction scheme 

introduced in Chapter 3 can be extended to an overcomplete decomposition. Fi

nally, we test the resulting framework in a wavelet-based image compression scheme 

that includes an overcomplete combined rational wavelet decomposition and an iter

ative thresholding method to reduce the total volume of significant data. Although 

the compression performance falls short of matching that of a wavelet-based image 

coder using a critically-sampled combined rational wavelet decomposition, the work 

described in the next sections is presented as a base for potential future research 

direction. 

6.1 Overcomplete filter banks for rational wavelet 

transform 

Figure 6.1 illustrates a typical filter bank structure for a one dimensional (p, q) rational 

wavelet transform, with the sampling coefficients p and q chosen such that q = (p+1). 

Given an input signal of length I samples, the transform outputs a lowpass signal of 
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Figure 6.1: Critically-sampled filter bank structure for a one-dimensional (p, q) rational 
wavelet transform. 
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Figure 6.2: Overcomplete filter bank structure proposed by Bayram and Selesnick for a 
one-dimensional (p, q) rational wavelet transform. 

length (p/q) x / samples and a highpass signal of length (1/q) x I samples. Because 

the total number of samples in the lowpass and highpass signals equals the number 

of samples in the input signal, the transform is said to be critically-sampled. On the 

other hand, an overcomplete (or oversampled) transform produces a higher number of 

samples in the output signals than the original number of samples of the input signal. 

Figure 6.2 illustrates an overcomplete filter bank designed by Bayram and Selesnick 

[17] for a wavelet transform of rational dilation factors and sampling coefficients p 

and q related by q = (p+ l ) 1 . Given an input signal of I samples, the illustrated filter 

bank produces a lowpass signal of (p/q) x I samples and multiple highpass signals 

of (1/q) x / samples. The total number of highpass signals from the analysis stage 

of the overcomplete filter bank is equal to the sampling coefficient q. Note that all 

the highpass signals have the same number of samples, which also corresponds to the 

1This constraint is specified by the authors 
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number of samples of the highpass signal from a critically-sampled filter bank. The 

redundancy factor is defined as the ratio between the total size (in number of samples) 

of the output signals against the size of the input signal. A critically-sampled filter 

bank has a redundancy factor of 1. The overcomplete filter bank of Figure 6.2 has a 

redundancy factor of (p + q)/q. 

In the rest of the chapter, we use the overcomplete filter bank structure of Fig

ure 6.2 to implement an overcomplete (3, 4) rational wavelet transform and an over-

complete (2, 3) rational wavelet transform. The wavelet filters of four vanishing mo

ments used for each overcomplete rational wavelet transform were designed by Bayram 

and Selesnick [17]. The filters used in the analysis stage are presented in Figure 6.3. 

The synthesis filters can be obtained by time reversing the analysis filters. 

6.2 Overcomplete combined rational wavelet de

composition 

As with a critically-sampled transform, a two-dimensional overcomplete wavelet de

composition is performed by applying the one-dimensional filter bank along each of 

the two dimensions of the input data. Figure 6.4 illustrates the two-dimensional sub-

band decompositions resulting from a regular (p, q) rational wavelet decomposition 

and from an overcomplete (p, q) rational wavelet decomposition. The overcomplete 

rational wavelet transform uses the filter bank described in Section 6.1, which pro

duces a total of q highpass subbands along one dimension. The two-dimensional 

overcomplete wavelet decomposition produces three sets of redundant highpass sub-

bands LH, HL and HH. The sets LH and HL corresponding respectively to the 

horizontal and vertical subbands are made of q redundant subbands. The set HH 
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(a) Analysis filter coefficients for the (3,4) rational wavelet niters 
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(b) Analysis filter coefficients for the (2, 3) rational wavelet filters 
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Figure 6.3: Analysis filter coefficients and frequency responses of the wavelet filters for 
the overcomplete (3,4) and (2, 3) rational wavelet transforms. 
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Figure 6.4: Subband decompositions obtained from a critically-sampled (p, q) rational 
wavelet transform and an overcomplete (p, q) rational wavelet transform. The illustrated 
structures correspond to one level of two-dimensional rational wavelet decomposition. 

corresponding to the diagonal subbands contains q x q redundant subbands (the first 

decomposition along the rows produce q redundant subbands; then for each of the q 

subbands, another q redundant subbands are formed when the transform is applied 

along the columns, giving a total of q x q diagonal subbands). 

We extend the notion of two-dimensional combined rational wavelet decomposition 

to overcomplete two-dimensional combined rational wavelet decomposition, where 

the critically sampled (pi, qi) rational wavelet transforms are replaced by the corre

sponding (pj, qi) overcomplete rational wavelet transforms. Figure 6.5 illustrates the 

subband decomposition obtained when the overcomplete combined rational wavelet 

decomposition is performed in regular mode and in the wavelet packet extension mode 

introduced in Chapter 3. The illustrated example is for an overcomplete combined 

decomposition with dilation factors {(qt/pi)} = {4/3,3/2}. In the subband decom

position obtained with the wavelet packet extension mode, the extra sets of diagonal 
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Figure 6.5: Subband decomposition from one level of overcomplete combined rational 
wavelet decomposition with dilation factors {(qi/pi)} = {4/3,3/2}. 

subbands HH[ and HH'2 are each made of gi x q2 redundant subbands. 

6.2.1 Extending the parent-child tree construction scheme 

to overcomplete combined wavelet decompositions 

In Chapter 3, we described a different construction scheme of the parent-child tree 

structure (used by zerotree-based subband coders like SPIHT) for the subband de

composition obtained from a combined rational wavelet decomposition. We propose 

to extend that scheme to an overcomplete combined rational wavelet decomposition. 

Consider a subband Sm obtained after m levels of combined rational decomposi

tion. With a critically sampled decomposition, the subband Sm is a two-dimensional 

block of subband coefficients. With an overcomplete decomposition, Sm is instead a 

set of redundant subbands Sm = {Sm^\Sm^2\ ..., <SmW} where t is the total number 

of redundant subbands. Each redundant subband Sm^ is a two-dimensional block 

of data of the same size as a subband from a critically-sampled decomposition. In 
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the description below, a set of redundant subbands will often be viewed as a three-

dimensional block of data. The method used to build the parent-child tree structure 

in the case of a critically-sampled wavelet decomposition can be expressed in the 

following rule: 

Critically-Sampled rule : 

A node p in subband Sm is the parent of a 2 x 2 block of children nodes in subband 

«Sm_1. Each node of the 2 x 2 block is in turn a parent node of a 2 x 2 block of 

children nodes in subband Sm~2. The scheme is applied to all subbands until all the 

nodes have been covered. 

We propose two possible adaptations to extend that rule to an overcomplete wavelet 

decomposition. In one instance, we decide that for any set Sm made of multiple redundant 

subbands, only the nodes located in the redundant subband S"1^1' can be parent nodes. 

The nodes in the other redundant subbands Sm(k> (1 < k < t) cannot be parent nodes. The 

tree construction rule can be expressed as follows : 

Overcomplete Adaptation 1 : 

A node p in the redundant subband Sm^ is the parent of a 2 x 2 x t block of 

children nodes in the set <Sm_1. Each node of the 2 x 2 x i block that belongs to the 

redundant subband <Sm_1 '1^ is in turn a parent node of a 2 x 2 x t block of children 

nodes in the set Sm~2. The scheme is applied to all sets of redundant subbands until 

all the nodes have been covered. 

The second possible adaptation considers any node from any redundant subband of the 

set Sm as a potential parent node. The tree construction rule is a direct extension of the 

critically-sampled rule, and is expressed as follows: 
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Figure 6.6: An illustration of the parent-child tree construction rules, 
(a) Critically-Sampled (b) Overcomplete Adaptation 1 (c) Overcomplete Adaptation 2 

Overcomplete Adaptation 2 : 

A node p in the redundant subband Sm^k' (1 < k < t) is the parent of a 2 x 2 block 

of children nodes in the redundant subband <Sm-1(fc) of the set «Sm_1. Each node of 

the 2 x 2 block is in turn a parent node of a 2 x 2 block of children nodes in the 

redundant subband Sm~2^k' of the set <Sm~2. The scheme is applied to all sets of 

redundant subbands until all the nodes have been covered. 

Figure 6.6 illustrates the three rules described for the construction of the parent-child 

tree structure. The first adaptation proposed for overcomplete decompositions keeps the 

same total number of parent nodes as a critically-sampled decomposition and uses three-

dimensional blocks of children nodes to handle the additional redundant subbands. This 

type of structure can be taken advantage of if the transform results in a high correla

tion between subband coefficients at the same spatial location on all the redundant sub-

bands of a given set. The second adaptation creates additional parent nodes by having 

a separate parent-child tree for each redundant subband, and does not require the use of 

three-dimensional blocks of children nodes. It is a straightforward extension of the critically-

sampled rule. 
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Figure 6.7: Description of the iterative noise shaping method by Reeves and Kingsbury. 

6.3 Handling the redundancy in the overcomplete 

representation 

An obvious challenge that arises from the use of an overcomplete transform in image com

pression is how to deal with the bigger volume of subband coefficients. In recent works 

on image and video coding using overcomplete complex wavelet transforms, an iterative 

method proposed by Reeeves and Kingsbury, called iterative noise shaping [62], is used to 

reduce the number of significant coefficients by discarding low magnitude coefficients. The 

basic idea of iterative noise shaping is to discard coefficients (by setting their value to zero) 

that are below a given threshold and compensate for their loss by iteratively increasing the 

value of the remaining coefficients of larger magnitude, until a target reconstruction quality 

is achieved. Figure 6.7 describes the iterative process of noise shaping. At the first iteration, 

the wavelet subbands obtained from decomposing the original image are used as inputs to 

a centre clipper that discards any subband coefficient whose absolute value is less than the 

given threshold. From that point, every iteration consists of the following steps: 

1. A reconstructed image is built from the output of the centre clipper; the residual 
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error between the reconstructed image and the original image is computed. 

2. A gain k (1 < k < 2) is applied to the residual error. The effect of the gain k is to 

calibrate the amount of residual error that is reinserted for the next iteration. A higher 

gain results in more error reinserted, which ultimately leads to better reconstruction 

quality after the next iteration, but at the expense of more non-zeros coefficients. 

3. A forward wavelet transform is performed on the residual error; the obtained subband 

coefficients are added to the initial output of the centre clipper. 

4. The resulting subbands are given as input to the centre clipper. The output of the 

centre clipper is the output produced by the iteration, and the input to the next 

iteration. 

The operation is repeated iteratively until a target quality is reached for the reconstructed 

image obtained after the inverse wavelet transform following the centre clipper. The target 

quality could be unreachable if the threshold used by the centre clipper is not selected 

appropriately. In practice, identification of an appropriate threshold for a given target 

image quality is done on an ad hoc basis. Once a target threshold has been identified, three 

thresholding strategies can be used [63] : 

a) Keep a constant threshold at each iteration: the threshold is set to the target threshold 

at the first iteration and kept constant for all iterations. 

b) Decrease the threshold at each iteration: at the first iteration, the threshold is set to 

a greater value than the target threshold, and is decreased at every iteration until its 

value reaches the target threshold. 

c) Increase the threshold at each iteration: at the first iteration, the threshold is set to 

a smaller value than the target threshold, and is increased at every iteration until its 

value reaches the target threshold. 

We test the iterative noise shaping method using two levels of overcomplete combined 

rational wavelet decomposition at the wavelet transform stages. The experiment is run 

with the image Boat presented in Chapter 5, and using a decreasing threshold strategy 
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Figure 6.8: Objective quality scores of Figure 6.9: Percentage of non zeros coef-
the reconstructed image after each iter- ficients in the highpass subbands after each 
ation, for a target threshold of 8 and a iteration, for a target threshold of 8 and a 
starting threshold of 64. starting threshold of 64. 

with a target threshold of 8, a starting threshold of 64 and a decreasing step of 1. Once the 

threshold reaches the target number, an extra 10 iterations are performed for the results to 

converge. The starting and target thresholds selected are experimental numbers: the target 

threshold has been selected so that the reconstructed image quality is of reasonably good 

visual quality. The choice of a decreasing threshold strategy is also based on experimental 

results. Finally, the gain applied to the residual error in the iterative process is set to an 

ad hoc value of 1.6. 

Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9 illustrate how the quality of the reconstructed image improves 

after each iteration, at the expense of more significant data in the highpass subbands. 

The objective quality scores are expressed by using the Structural Similarity Index Metric 

(SSIM). We consider the percentage of non-zeros coefficients in the highpass subbands 

as a measure of the volume of significant data in the subbands. The different parameters 

selected for the iterative process, that is the starting and target thresholds and the gain, were 

experimentally selected on the criteria of balance between the quality of the reconstructed 

image and the volume of significant data in the highpass subbands. The effects of these 

parameters have been investigated by Reeves and Kingsbury [63]. With a starting threshold 
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of 64 and a target threshold of 8, the reconstructed image obtains an objective quality score 

of 0.938 and the highpass subbands contain about 1/40 of the initial number of significant 

(non-zeros) coefficients. As a comparison, if a simple thresholding at a threshold of 8 is 

applied to the subbands coefficients from the overcomplete combined wavelet decomposition, 

it produces a reconstructed image with an objective quality score of 0.899, and the resulting 

highpass subbands would contain about 1/15 of the initial number of significant coefficients. 

6.4 Evaluation of performance at full size resolu

tion of a wavelet-based image coder using over-

complete combined wavelet decomposition 

We extend the wavelet-based image coder with combined rational wavelet decomposition 

introduced in Chapter 5 to an image coder that uses an overcomplete combined rational 

wavelet decomposition at the encoding and decoding stages. We built two variants of the 

new image coder: one that does not include any redundancy handling method, and another 

one that includes the described iterative noise shaping method to reduce the volume of 

significant data in the highpass subbands from the overcomplete decomposition. Figure 6.10 

illustrates the two possible encoding stages. The structure of the decoding stage is the same 

for both variants. We alternatively use the original SPIHT and SPECK subband coders to 

encode the wavelet subbands. For SPIHT, we define two configurations according to the 

two parent-child tree construction rules presented in Section 6.2: 

• SPIHT-vl, which uses the overcomplete adaptation 1 to build the parent-child tree 

structure. 

• SPIHT-v2, which uses the overcomplete adaptation 2 to build the parent-child tree 

structure. 
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Figure 6.10: A description of the two possible encoding stages for the wavelet-based image 
coder with overcomplete combined rational wavelet decomposition. 

With SPECK, since each subband is treated independently, support for the overcomplete 

combined decomposition is introduced easily by considering each redundant subband as 

an independent subband. The overcomplete rational wavelet transforms are performed 

with the rational wavelet filters described in Section 6.1, and periodic extension is used to 

handle the image boundaries. We use for the experiment the two test images Boat and Girl 

presented in Chapter 5, and a range of compression bitrates from 0.3 to 1.0 bits per pixel. 

A total of four levels of decomposition is specified, distributed in two levels of overcomplete 

combined wavelet decomposition and two levels of dyadic wavelet decomposition with the 

CDF9/7 filters. The results obtained at full size resolution are compared to those obtained 

in Chapter 5 with an image coder that uses a critically-sampled combined rational wavelet 

decomposition at the encoding stage. 

Table 6.1 lists the objective quality scores obtained from decoding the images at full 

size resolution. The results are represented graphically in Figure 6.11. The output images 

OC, OC + NS and CS designate respectively: 

• the decoded image obtained from the image coder using overcomplete combined de

composition and no iterative noise shaping, 
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bitrate (in bpp) 
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0.795 
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0.741 
0.807 
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0.827 

0.745 
0.809 
0.835 

0.5 

0.759 
0.757 
0.831 
0.830 
0.855 

0.762 

0.838 

0.861 

0.6 

0.773 
0.774 
0.848 
0.843 
0.870 

0.783 
0.853 
0.874 

0.7 

0.789 
0.792 
0.862 
0.856 
0.883 

0.801 

0.869 

0.886 

0.8 

0.81 
0.808 
0.877 
0.875 
0.894 

0.813 

0.879 

0.898 

0.9 

0.821 
0.818 
0.886 
0.886 
0.903 

0.824 

0.889 

0.907 

1 

0.833 
0.829 
0.892 
0.891 
0.911 

0.834 

0.896 

0.916 

bitrate (in bpp) 

Girl, SPIHT 

Girl, SPECK 

OC, SPIHT-vl 
OC, SPIHT-vZ 
OC + NS, SPIHT-vl 
OC + NS, SPIHT-v2 
CS, SPIHT 

OC 

OC + NS 

CS 

0.3 

0.804 
0.802 
0.853 
0.851 
0.871 

0.807 
0.856 
0.878 

0.4 

0.821 
0.823 
0.873 
0.868 
0.897 

0.827 
0.879 
0.898 

0.5 

0.838 
0.835 
0.895 
0.892 
0.911 

0.838 

0.897 

0.911 

0.6 

0.852 
0.848 
0.911 
0.908 
0.923 

0.848 
0.912 
0.925 

0,7 

0.857 
0.856 
0.918 
0.915 
0.935 

0.854 
0.921 
0.937 

0.8 

0.866 
0.862 
0.927 
0.924 
0.943 

0.864 
0.929 
0.944 

0.9 

0.872 
0.869 
0.935 
0.935 
0.948 

0.872 

0.935 

0.948 

1 

0.877 
0.877 
0.938 
0.937 
0.953 

0.881 

0.939 

0.953 

Table 6.1: Objective quality scores at full resolution for the images Boat and Girl. 

• the decoded image obtained from the image coder using overcomplete combined de

composition with iterative noise shaping, 

• the decoded image obtained from the image coder using critically-sampled combined 

decomposition. 

From visual inspection, a significant increase in image quality is observed at all bitrates 

when the iterative noise shaping is performed after the overcomplete decomposition. It is 

clearly illustrated in Figure 6.12 on an output image from Boat, encoded at a bitrate of 0.5 

bits per pixel. In the illustration, the decoded image obtained from the image coder without 

iterative noise shaping lacks high frequency details, a consequence of the high volume of 

significant data in the highpass subbands. However, the decoded image obtained from the 

image coder using an overcomplete combined decomposition and iterative noise shaping 

does not match the quality of the image obtained from the image coder with critically-

sampled decomposition. This can be observed across the whole range of bitrates from the 

objective quality measures. 
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Figure 6.11: Compression performance at full resolution for the images Boat and Girl. 
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Figure 6.12: A part of the decoded image from Boat, compressed at 0.5 bpp with SPIHT. 
From top to bottom: output image from the image coder with overcomplete decomposi
tion and no iterative noise shaping, output image from the image coder with overcom
plete decomposition and iterative noise shaping, output image from the image coder with 
critically-sampled decomposition. 
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6.5 Analysis and discussion 

The experimental results from Section 6.4 show that, although the inclusion of iterative 

noise shaping improves the results at full size resolution, the quality of the images ob

tained from the wavelet-based image coder with overcomplete combined decomposition is 

still far from matching what can be obtained if a critically-sampled decomposition is used 

instead. A subsequent analysis of the output bitstream from the encoding stage of the 

image coder shows that despite a reduction in the volume of significant data, the overcom

plete decomposition still poses the problem of creating a significant coding overhead for the 

position bits. A subband coder encodes the subband coefficients by allocating bits to code 

the value of the coefficients (the value bits) as well as the location of the coefficients in 

the subband decomposition structure (the position bits). A subband decomposition with a 

higher number of samples ultimately results in more bits allocated to encode the position 

information for each significant coefficient. An analysis of the data produced by SPIHT in 

the case of the image coder with overcomplete decomposition and iterative noise shaping 

indeed reveals that a significant number of bits are produced during the sorting pass of 

the coding algorithm, which represents the stage in the algorithm where position bits are 

mostly produced. The overcomplete filter bank for rational wavelet transform introduced 

in Section 6.1 has a redundancy factor of 1.75 and 1.67 for the (3,4) and (2,3) rational 

wavelet transform, respectively. For overcomplete rational wavelet decompositions to be 

practical in image compression applications, a smaller redundancy factor is needed. Very 

recent work by Bayram and Selesnick [32] has produced an overcomplete filter bank for 

rational wavelet transform with a smaller redundancy factor than the filter bank used in 

the present chapter. However, the proposed filters have infinite impulse response, and have 

given us very poor compression performances. 

In additional experiments conducted in the current research, we have also analyzed the 

visual quality of the images obtained at intermediate spatial resolutions with an image coder 

using overcomplete combined wavelet decomposition. However, the results were generally 
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poor, even with the use of iterative noise shaping. The inclusion of these results in the cur

rent chapter was not found to be of any benefit. As presented, the iterative process to reduce 

the volume of significant data is calibrated according to the quality of the reconstructed 

image at full size resolution only. To obtain more competitive results at intermediate spatial 

resolutions, the structure of iterative scheme should be adapted such that the quality of the 

reconstructed images at intermediate spatial resolutions can be controlled. 

The work presented in this chapter is proposed to be an investigation of the potential use 

of an overcomplete filter bank for the combined rational wavelet decomposition discussed 

throughout this document. From the nature of the results, this has a potential for future 

research direction, if an overcomplete filter bank with smaller redundancy can be built, and 

if the overcomplete nature of the filter bank can be taken advantage of in the construction 

of rational wavelet filters of good compression properties. 



Chapter 7 

Conclusion and future directions 

7.1 Concluding remarks 

The main objective of the research presented in this thesis was to increase the set of pos

sible decoding resolutions available from a wavelet-based image compression system built 

under a framework allowing the support of spatial resolution scalability. Indeed, a current 

limitation of the typical wavelet-based image coders discussed in the literature is the fact 

that the different spatial resolutions available to the decoder are related to the original 

resolution of the image by a dyadic ratio. In this research, we have proposed a new wavelet 

decomposition structure made of a combination of wavelet transforms of rational dilation 

factors. We showed that an adequate selection of the dilation factors of the different rational 

wavelet transforms can result in a wavelet decomposition that produces native spatial reso

lutions related to the original resolution by dyadic and non-dyadic factors. The subsequent 

implementation of a resolution-scalable image coder based on the proposed wavelet decom

position confirmed the added capability of scalability on a richer set of spatial resolutions. 

An evaluation of compression performance against a similarly built image coder based on 

a typical dyadic wavelet decomposition showed the potential of our proposed image coder, 

and also highlighted its current limitations. 

Experimental results at different spatial resolutions illustrated some of the shortcomings 
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of the wavelet filters used for the rational wavelet transforms. In early chapters, we have 

briefly described how the field of wavelet filters for rational wavelet transforms has not yet 

matured to the level that can be observed in the current literature on wavelet niters for 

dyadic wavelet transforms. Our research did not bring any particular contribution to this 

field. Instead, we have presented how the rich base of dyadic wavelet filters can be taken 

advantage of by using a decomposition structure made of rational wavelet decompositions 

and dyadic wavelet decompositions. Subsequent performance evaluations have shown the 

positive effects of this combination. However, at the current stage of the research, an 

improvement in the quality of the rational wavelet filters will be a welcome addition to the 

work presented. 

7.2 Discussion on potential future research direc

tions 

As mentioned, one of the challenges faced in this research was the quality of the rational 

wavelet filters for image coding applications. Significant developments have been made 

recently in the design of wavelet filters for rational wavelet transforms. A future work on 

building a set of filters with specific constraints defined to improve image coding performance 

is obviously a strong potential future direction for the current research. For instance, 

biorthogonal and symmetric filters have recently been the preferred choice in wavelet-based 

image or video compression. Inclusion of these two constraints in the construction of rational 

wavelet filters could be a first step in this research direction. 

In addition, further analysis on the impact of combining different wavelet transforms 

in one subband decomposition structure could certainly be beneficial. A typical subband 

decomposition only involves one set of analysis niters. Analyzing the effect of alternating 

different analysis filters in the subband decomposition can lead to valuable information that 

can be exploited in the design of the wavelet filters or even in the subband coding phase. 
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Indeed, if the combination of different analysis filters results in a different distribution 

of magnitude between subband coefficients from many levels of decomposition, then an 

improvement can be obtained from an adequate adaptation of the subband coding method. 

As such, an in-depth study on the effects of combining wavelet transforms of different 

dilation factors would also be a future direction of interest for the research. 

Finally, in Chapter 6, we have considered the use of an overcomplete filter bank for 

the rational wavelet transforms. Among the recent advances in the construction of rational 

wavelet filters, the use of an overcomplete filter bank is believed to introduce more flexibility 

in the design process, and allow more constraints to be imposed on the filters. However, from 

an image compression perspective, it presents the challenge of additional redundancy and 

induces the need for a method designed to reduce the volume of significant data. Our current 

work used an iterative thresholding scheme to limit the amount of significant coefficients in 

the subband. However, different alternatives could be potentially explored. For instance, the 

overcomplete filter bank described in Chapter 6 produces sets of redundant details subbands; 

an additional transform operation on these redundant subbands can potentially concentrate 

the significant data on fewer subbands, without the need for a lossy thresholding operation. 

The construction of such a transform, which would exploit the correlation between the 

redundant subbands, is a worthy area for future research targeted at handling the additional 

redundancy. 
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